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Backup, recovery, and cloning are complicated tasks that are synonymous with Oracle
®
 

Database management. NetApp
®
 SnapManager

® 
for Oracle (SMO) management software 

simplifies and automates these complex operations by leveraging NetApp Snapshot
™

, 

SnapRestore
®
, and FlexClone

®
 technologies to provide fast, space-efficient, disk-based 

backups; rapid, granular restore and recovery; and quick, space-efficient cloning of Oracle 

databases. This document details the best practices for deploying and using SnapManager 

3.2 for Oracle. 
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1 Introduction 

In today’s data-driven enterprise, business-critical Oracle databases must be operational around the clock 

to facilitate decision making, e-commerce, and a myriad of other business processes. Rapid growth in 

data volumes and database demands make it increasingly difficult to provide availability and protection of 

valuable data assets. Oracle Database administrators need tools that empower them to take regular 

backups with minimal impact, perform quick restores and recoveries, and create nondisruptive clones for 

test and development. 

NetApp SnapManager for Oracle (SMO) automates and simplifies the complex, manual, and time-

consuming processes associated with the backup, recovery, and cloning of Oracle databases. 

SnapManager leverages NetApp technologies, such as Snapshot, SnapRestore, and FlexClone, while 

integrating with the latest Oracle Database releases. SnapManager also integrates seamlessly with native 

Oracle technologies such as Oracle Real Application Clusters (Oracle RAC), Automatic Storage 

Management (ASM), and Direct NFS, and across FC, iSCSI, and NFS protocols. This integration allows 

IT organizations to scale their storage infrastructure, meet increasingly stringent SLA commitments, and 

improve the productivity of database and storage administrators across the enterprise. Backups created 

using SMO can optionally be cataloged with Oracle Recovery Manager (RMAN) to preserve the value of 

RMAN functions, such as block-level restore or tablespace point-in-time recovery. Refer to Appendix E for 

an example of block-level restore using RMAN, and to Appendix F for an example of tablespace point-in-

time recovery using RMAN. 

 Purpose and Scope 1.1

This report describes best practices for deploying and using SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle to back up, 

recover, and clone Oracle databases running on NetApp storage systems. The recommendations in this 

report are generic; they are not specific to any configuration. 

 Intended Audience 1.2

This report is intended for Oracle Database administrators, storage administrators, and architects 

implementing backup, recovery, and cloning solutions for Oracle databases running on NetApp storage. 

Readers should have a thorough understanding of the architecture, administration, backup, and recovery 

concepts of Oracle databases and should have reviewed the following documents: 

 Data ONTAP System Administration Guide 

 SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle Installation and Administration Guide 

 SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle Release Notes 

 SnapDrive for UNIX Installation and Administration Guide (if Oracle is on UNIX
®
) 

 SnapDrive for Windows Installation and Administration Guide (if Oracle is on Windows
®
) 

 OnCommand Core Package Installation and Administration Guide 

 NetApp Best Practice Guidelines for Oracle Database 11g 

2 SnapManager for Oracle Simplifies Oracle Database Management 

 Overview 2.1

This subsection is a brief overview of some of the new features in version 3.2. For a complete list of all 

the new features and enhancements, download SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle Release Notes. 

 Archive Log Management 

Earlier versions of SnapManager for Oracle allowed data files and archive logs to be backed up in a 
single operation. Also, archive logs in the backup were not leveraged by SnapManager during restore 

https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productsatoz/index.html
https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30050
https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30049
https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=60317
http://www.netapp.com/library/tr/3633.pdf
https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
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and recovery. SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle allows backup of data files and archive log files separately 
with different retentions and frequencies. This enables different protection policies to be applied to 
data files and archive logs when SnapManager is integrated with NetApp OnCommand

®
. 

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle provides complete automated management of archive logs, and does 
not require manual intervention for database recovery. It also allows pruning of the archive logs from 
selective or all archive log destinations after backup has been taken. SMO consolidates the archive 
logs backup; that is, it identifies and frees backups containing archive logs that are subsets of other 
archive log backups. For details, see “Separate Archive Log Backups” in section 4.7. 

 Pre and Post Tasks for Backup and Restore Operations 

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle can automate execution of custom scripts before and after backup and 
restore operations. This functionality can be used to clean up disk space before SnapManager 
operation, to copy backup to tape, to start and back up application and mid tiers, and before and after 
a database backup. 

 Immediate Protection 

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle allows backup to secondary storage to be protected immediately after 
the backup is created. This can be done from the CLI or the GUI when SnapManager is integrated 
with Protection Manager. Immediate protection can also be achieved outside the scope of Protection 
Manager by using post-backup scripts to update an existing SnapVault

®
 and SnapMirror

®
 

relationship. For details, see “Immediate Protection" in section 5.1. 

 Storage System Name Change Associated with Profile 

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle allows updating the database storage system name specified in the 
profile through the CLI. This retains backup and clones metadata after a database is moved from one 
storage system to another, or even during a storage system host name change. For details, see 
section 7, “Maintenance.” 

 Target Database Host Name Change 

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle allows updating the host name of the target database specified in the 
profile through the CLI. This retains backup and clones metadata after a database is moved from one 
server to another, or even during a target database hostname change. For details, see section 7.2, 
“Updating the Database Host Name.” 

 History Maintenance 

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle allows maintaining historical operational metadata of critical databases 
for compliance and auditing requirements in an enterprise. This feature is associated with the profile 
created for the database and can be maintained through the SnapManager CLI or GUI. For details, 
see “History Maintenance” in section 4.7. 

 Data ONTAP Cluster Mode Support 

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle with Data ONTAP
® 

operating in Cluster-Mode is available only on Linux
®
 

and Windows with Data ONTAP 8.1, RC3, and later releases. For supported configurations, see the 
NetApp Interoperability Matrix. 

 Concepts 2.2

Repository and Profiles 

SnapManager organizes information into profiles in a repository. These profiles hold information about the 

database being managed, including its credentials, backups, and clones. The repository holds data about 

the operations performed on the profiles. 

The SnapManager repository records such information as to when a backup was created, which files 

were backed up, and whether a clone was created using the backup. As shown in Figure 1, a single 

repository can hold the information of multiple profiles. The repository can be created by using the 

SnapManager GUI or CLI and resides in an Oracle Database. 

http://support.netapp.com/matrix/
http://support.netapp.com/matrix/
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A profile must be created for every database to be managed by SnapManager. Once a profile is created 

for a database, information that is specific to that database is stored in the repository. When a profile is 

created, it is not necessary to specify database details each time an operation is performed on that 

database. A profile can reference only one database, and the same database can be referenced by 

multiple profiles (Figure 1). However, a backup that is created by using one profile cannot be accessed 

from a different profile, even if both profiles are associated with the same database. 

Figure 1) SnapManager repository containing profiles. 

Profile of Prod DB

(for weekly backup)

Profile of Prod DB

(for daily backup)

Profile of Dev DB

Profile of QA DB

SnapManager Repository

Dev DB

Prod DB

QA DB

 

Backup Retention Policy 

You can specify the number of backups to be retained in a database when creating the SnapManager 

profile for that database. You also have the option to exclude a backup from the retention policy. The 

retention policy is engaged every time a new backup is taken. The retention policy applies only to 

successful backups. Certain backups do not count toward the retention policy. For example, unsuccessful 

or failed backups and backups that are used to create a clone are not counted. For details, see “How 

SnapManager determines which backups to retain on local storage” in the SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle 

Installation and Administration Guide. 

If SnapManager is configured to integrate with Protection Manager and data protection is enabled for a 

SnapManager profile, backups created under that profile on primary storage are automatically replicated 

to secondary storage. The database administrator uses SnapManager to specify only the retention and 

scheduling of backups on primary storage. The storage or backup administrator uses Protection Manager 

to manage the schedule to replicate local SnapManager backups on primary storage to secondary 

storage and to manage the retention of the protected backups on secondary storage. 

Protection Policies 

Protection policies are rules that govern how database backups are protected. Protection policies are 

created by the storage or backup administrator using Protection Manager. A protection policy defines 

https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
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when to transfer copies to secondary storage and the maximum amount of data that should be 

transferred at scheduled times. The protection policy also defines how long to retain copies for each 

backup location and governs warning and error thresholds for lag times. 

SnapManager for Oracle integrates with Protection Manager, retrieves available protection policies from 

Protection Manager, and enables the database administrator to associate a specific protection policy with 

a SnapManager profile. 

Datasets 

When data protection is enabled in SMO by associating a protection policy with a SnapManager profile, 

SnapManager automatically creates a dataset for the target database and registers it with Protection 

Manager. A dataset is a collection of user data managed as a single unit and all the replicas of that data. 

The data is identified by the volume or qtree in which it is located. 

Resource Pools 

A resource pool is a collection of unused physical storage (such as storage systems or aggregates) from 

which new volumes or LUNs can be provisioned to contain data. If you assign a storage system to a 

resource pool, all aggregates on that storage system become available for provisioning. 

Storage administrators use Protection Manager to assign a resource pool to the backup and mirror 

destinations of a dataset. The protection application can then automatically provision volumes out of the 

physical resources in the resource pool to contain backups and mirror copies. 

Data protection can optionally be enabled for a SnapManager profile. If data protection has been enabled 

for a profile in SnapManager and a storage resource pool has been assigned to the dataset in Protection 
Manager, the conformance status of the SnapManager profile changes to Conformant. If not, the profile is 

considered nonconformant. 

Protected Backups 

SnapManager for Oracle integrates with Protection Manager to automatically replicate SnapManager 

backups on a primary storage system to a secondary storage system by using SnapVault or SnapMirror 

policies created in Protection Manager, by the storage or backup administrator. These replicated backups 

are called protected backups. SnapManager automates restoring a protected backup to the primary 

storage system and recovers the database. In addition, it automates cloning protected backups on the 

secondary storage system for development and test without affecting the primary storage system. 

SnapManager also allows protection of backups by using built-in post-backup scripts that can be used 

from the SnapManager GUI and CLI in Windows- and UNIX-based environments. If the Protection 

Manager integration is not used, the post-backup scripts only help to update an existing SnapVault and 

SnapManager relationship after a backup is created. You cannot use SMO to automatically restore these 

backups from secondary storage or to clone them on a secondary storage system. 

Oracle Automatic Storage Management (ASM) Integration 

SnapManager for Oracle is seamlessly integrated with Oracle ASM. In an ASM configuration, multiple 

ASM disks are aggregated into a single ASM disk group. Oracle ASM lays out a file system within the 

ASM disk group. A single ASM file, therefore, can have blocks spread across multiple storage system 

LUNs or NFS volumes. 

SMO can back up an ASM file system even if it spans multiple storage volumes by taking a consistency 

group Snapshot copy of all the LUNs or NFS volumes in the ASM file system. 

SnapManager also provides fast and efficient restores for ASM-based databases. In an ASM 

configuration, an ASM disk group can be shared by multiple databases; therefore you cannot revert to an 

older Snapshot copy of the disk group, because it would revert all the databases as well. Traditional 
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restore solutions go through the host and require that all the blocks that constitute the database be 

moved from the storage system to the host and then back to the storage system. The solution provided 

by SMO relieves this overhead. SnapManager makes it possible to restore only the required data in the 

ASM disk group, without going through the host for most scenarios. 

SnapManager can create quick and space-efficient clones of ASM databases. SnapManager is aware of 

the ASM disk header format and can clone an ASM disk group by restamping the LUNs or NFS volumes. 

 Oracle Architecture 2.3

Figure 2 illustrates the SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle architecture and the components that work together 

to provide a comprehensive and powerful backup, recovery, and cloning solution for Oracle databases. 

Figure 2) SnapManager for Oracle architecture. 

 

Components 

The following components work with SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle architecture to provide a cloning 

solution for Oracle databases. 

 Target Database 

The target Oracle Database to be managed by SnapManager can be configured in a variety of ways 
(standalone or RAC, ASM, and their combinations). Refer to the NetApp Interoperability Matrix for 
details about the supported Oracle Database versions, configurations, host operating systems, and 
protocols. 

 SnapManager Server 

The SnapManager for Oracle server must be installed on every host that has a database to be 
managed by SnapManager. 

 SnapDrive 

http://support.netapp.com/matrix/
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SnapManager for Oracle requires NetApp SnapDrive
®
 for UNIX or SnapDrive for Windows to be 

installed on the target database host before SMO is installed. SnapDrive simplifies storage 
management, reduces operational costs, and improves storage efficiency. Key SnapDrive 
functionality includes error-free application storage provisioning, consistent data Snapshot copies, 
rapid application recovery, and the ability to easily manage data with its server-centric approach. 
Refer to the NetApp Interoperability Matrix to select the appropriate SnapDrive platform and version 
based on the operating system running on the target database host. SnapDrive must be installed on 
every host that has a database to be managed by SnapManager. 

 SnapManager Repository 

SnapManager organizes information into profiles. A profile holds information about the database to be 
managed, including its credentials, backups, and clones. The repository holds data about the 
operations performed on the profiles. A single repository can hold information on multiple profiles. 
The repository resides in an Oracle Database. 

The repository cannot reside in the database that is being backed up by SnapManager. Therefore 
when you execute SnapManager you must have at least two databases (the SnapManager repository 
database and the target database that is being managed by SnapManager) up and running. 

 SnapManager GUI and CLI 

SnapManager for Oracle can be used either from the CLI of a host on which the SnapManager server 
is running or from the GUI of a host running any of the SnapManager supported operating systems. 

 OnCommand Server 

NetApp OnCommand
®
 is a unified manager that integrates the capabilities of Operations Manager, 

Protection Manager, and Provisioning Manager. It centralizes provisioning, cloning, backup and 
recovery, and disaster recovery (DR) policies. Integrating all of these capabilities makes it possible to 
perform many management functions from a single tool. 

Operations Manager is the Web-based UI of the OnCommand server. It is used for day-to-day 
monitoring, issuing alerts, and reports on storage and storage system infrastructure. SnapManager 
integrates with Operations Manager to leverage the RBAC capabilities of Operations Manager. 

Protection Manager gives administrators an easy-to-use management console for quick configuration 
and control of all SnapMirror and SnapVault operations. The application allows administrators to 
apply consistent data protection policies across the enterprise, automate complex data protection 
processes, and pool backup and replication resources for higher utilization. The interface for 
Protection Manager is the NetApp Management Console, the client platform for NetApp Management 
Software applications. The NetApp Management Console runs on a Windows or Linux system that is 
different from the server on which the OnCommand server is installed. It enables storage, application, 
and server administrators to perform daily tasks without having to switch between different user 
interfaces. The applications that run in the NetApp Management Console are Protection Manager, 
Provisioning Manager, and Performance Advisor. 

Protection Manager and Operations Manager are required for leveraging the data protection features 
of SnapManager for Oracle. 

These functionalities are optional and are not available on Windows. 

 Primary Storage System 

The target database uses multiple volumes created on the primary NetApp storage system for laying 
out its data files, control files, archive logs, and so on. Snapshot copy backups of the target database 
created by SnapManager are on the primary storage system. One of the core components of a 
NetApp storage system is the Data ONTAP operating system. Data ONTAP is a highly optimized, 
scalable, and flexible operating system for unified enterprise data management. SnapManager for 
Oracle supports the latest versions of Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode. SMO with Data ONTAP 
operating in Cluster-Mode support is available on Linux and Windows. The following licenses must be 
enabled on the primary storage system: 

 The protocol (FCP, iSCSI, or NFS) 

 SnapRestore 

http://support.netapp.com/matrix/
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 FlexClone (Required if using NFS. Also required if cloning is used in FCP/iSCSI environments.) 

 SnapVault Data ONTAP primary and/or SnapMirror based on the replication policies used 
(required only if data protection is enabled) 

 Secondary Storage System 

If data protection is enabled on a SnapManager profile, then Snapshot copy backups created by 
SnapManager on the primary storage system are replicated to a secondary NetApp storage system 
by using SnapVault or SnapMirror. This is based on the Protection Manager policy specified in the 
SnapManager profile or by using built-in post-backup scripts that can be used from the SnapManager 
GUI and CLI in Windows- and UNIX-based environments. The following licenses must be enabled on 
the secondary storage system: 

 The protocol (FCP, iSCSI, or NFS) 

 SnapRestore 

 FlexClone (Required if using NFS. Also required if cloning is used in FCP/iSCSI environments.) 

 SnapVault Data ONTAP primary and/or SnapMirror based on the replication policies used 
(required only if data protection is enabled) 

Oracle Recovery Manager 

SnapManager for Oracle provides transparent integration with Oracle RMAN. Backups created by using 

SMO can optionally be cataloged with RMAN to preserve the value of RMAN functions, such as block-

level restore or tablespace point-in-time recovery. See Appendix E for an example of block-level restore 

using RMAN, and Appendix F for an example of tablespace point-in-time recovery. Cataloging of 

SnapManager backups with RMAN is optional. 

 Policy-Driven Data Protection Workflow 2.4

Figure 3 illustrates how the database administrator uses SnapManager for Oracle and the storage or 

backup administrator uses Protection Manager to enable policy-driven data protection. 
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Figure 3) Policy-driven data protection workflow. 

                                              

3 Planning 

 Oracle Database Layout 3.1

SnapManager for Oracle seamlessly integrates with the latest Oracle Database releases and native 

Oracle technology (such as RAC, RMAN, ASM, and Direct NFS), and across FC, iSCSI, and NFS 

protocols. 

SnapManager backs up only the following files of an Oracle Database: 

 Data files 

 Control files 

 Archive logs 

Table 1 shows the file types that are backed up or restored by SMO. 

Table 1) File types backed up or restored by SnapManager for Oracle. 

File Type Backed Up by SnapManager for Oracle Restored by SnapManager for Oracle 

Oracle binaries No No 

Data files Yes Yes 
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File Type Backed Up by SnapManager for Oracle Restored by SnapManager for Oracle 

Temporary data files No No 

Control files Yes Yes 

Redo logs No No 

Archive logs Yes Yes 

Parameter files No No 

Application files No No 

Refer to Appendix K for sample database volume layouts for different Oracle configurations and 

protocols. 

Best Practices and Requirements for General Database Layout and Configuration 

 NetApp recommends using separate volumes for the database binaries, data files, temporary 
database files, transaction log files, archive log files, and control files.  

 If temporary data files are in the same volume as regular data files, SnapManager for Oracle creates 
a new temporary data file in the clone database for each corresponding data file of the source 
database while cloning. If the temporary data files are not in the same volume as the regular data files 
in the source database, then SnapManager does not create temporary data files in the clone. Here 
you can specify the creation of a temporary data file as a post-clone SQL statement or script and 
SnapManager creates it automatically. 

 NetApp recommends creating a separate volume for temporary data files. The following advantages 
and disadvantages of this layout will help you to determine the best layout for your environment: 

Advantages 

 Because SnapManager does not specifically back up temporary data files, they are not part of 
any Snapshot copies. Including the temporary data files in the same volume as the data files 
affects the Snapshot copies of that volume and makes them grow in size. 

 When cloning a production database with this type of layout for development or testing, you can 
specify the creation of a smaller temporary data file other than production, because a post- clone 
SQL statement or script and SnapManager create it automatically. This allows you to control the 
size of the temporary data file that is created in the clone database. 

Disadvantages 

 If you have many databases using the same storage system, then having a separate volume for 
temporary data files for each database can result in reaching the volumes per storage system 
limit faster. 

 When cloning, you must write a post-clone SQL statement or script to create one or more 
temporary data files in the clone database. SnapManager automatically executes the SQL 
statement or script as a post-clone step. 

 NetApp recommends separating your databases into different flexible volumes. 

 NetApp recommends turning off automatic Snapshot copies on volumes that are storing data files, 
control files, and archive logs of an Oracle Database. 

 All LUNs in a volume should reside at the volume level or reside inside qtrees, not a combination of 
both. 

 The database system identifier (SID) must be included in the oratab file. SnapManager relies on the 

oratab file to determine which Oracle home to use. 

 SnapManager supports control files on a file system or in ASM and does not support control files on 
raw devices. 
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 You can have multiple disk groups for a database; however, the following rules apply to all disk 
groups for a given database: 

 Disk groups for the database can be managed by only one volume manager. 

 Raw devices backed by Volume Manager Volumes are not supported. 

 ASM disks backed by Volume Manager Volumes are not supported. 

 A Linux environment without logical volume management requires a partition. 

 To leverage volume-based restore or full-disk group restore, consider the following guidelines for 

file systems and disk groups: 

 Disk group should contain data files pertaining to only one database. 

 A disk group containing data files cannot contain other types of files. Temporary data files can 
exist on the same disk group as the regular data files. 

 The LUNs for the data file disk group must be the only object in the storage volume. 

 To leverage volume-based restore or full-disk group restore, consider the following guidelines for 
volume separation: 

 
 Only data files that are relevant to one particular database must be in the volume. 

 Although SnapManager can fast-restore the data files volume even if it contains temporary data 
files, NetApp recommends creating a separate volume for temporary data files because 
SnapManager does not back up these files. Including the temporary data files in the same volume 
as the data files affects the Snapshot size, which in turn affects the volume growth rate. 

 SnapManager does not support raw devices backed by a logical volume manager. 

 The SnapManager repository is supported on Oracle Express, Standard, Standard ONE, and 
Enterprise Editions. However, only Oracle Standard, Standard ONE, and Enterprise Editions 
databases can be managed by SMO. 

 SMO uses SQL*Plus during certain operations. In some cases, SnapManager may not correctly 
parse SQL*Plus messages in a non-English speaking locale. The workaround is to force Oracle 
commands executed by SMO to use English without affecting any other users on the host. 

 Add the following lines under the initial comments in /etc/init.d/smo_server: 

NLS_LANG=American_America 

export NLS_LANG 

 Restart the SMO server: 

/etc/init.d/smo_server restart 

 If the log-in script (.bash_profile, .bashrc, .cshrc, or similar) for the Oracle user was 

explicitly set to NLS_LANG, you may need to edit it so that it does not overwrite NLS_LANG, if it 

was set previously. 

Best Practices and Requirements for Using RAC Databases with SnapManager 

Consider the following guidelines for using Oracle RAC databases with SnapManager for Oracle: 

 The SnapManager server must be installed and run on each node in the RAC environment. 

 The listener on each node that services an instance of the RAC database must be configured to use 
the same port number. Also, the listener that services the primary database instance must be started 
prior to initiating a backup. 

 The password of the database user that SnapManager uses (typically sys) must be the same for all 

the Oracle instances in an RAC environment. 
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Best Practices and Requirements for Using ASM Databases with SnapManager 

 If you are using ASMLib provided by Oracle, the asm_diskstring parameter of the ASM instance 

should begin with ORCL:* 

 If you are using ASM with multipathing on Linux, make sure that /etc/sysconfig/oracleasm has 

the following variables set: 

                     d   

                        d  

 Use the SYSASM system privilege available with 11gR2 instead of SYSDBA to administer an Oracle 
ASM instance, because SYSASM grants full access to all Oracle ASM disk groups and management 
functions. With 11gR2, the SYSDBA privilege does not permit running administrative commands on 
an Oracle ASM instance. 

 SnapManager supports backing up files that are stored directly on ASM disk groups when the disk 
group also contains an ACFS volume. However, SnapManager does not support backing up files in 
an Automatic Storage Management Cluster File System (Oracle ACFS). 

 SnapManager supports backing up and restoring files that are stored directly on ASM disk groups 
when the disk group also contains Oracle Cluster Registry (OCR) files or voting disk files. However, 
Oracle strictly recommends having OCR and voting disks on the disk groups that do not contain 
database files. 

 As recommended by Oracle, NetApp requires exactly one partition for each disk that contains the 
entire disk. A SnapManager error occurs if you attempt to back up an ASM disk that has multiple 
partitions. 

 At the start the ASM disk must be aligned to a 4K WAFL
®
 (Write Anywhere File Layout) file segment. 

This implies that the device partition on which the ASM disk is created must be 4K-aligned relative to 
the device itself and that the multiprotocol type for the LUN must be set accurately for the operating 
system. Refer to the NetApp KB article 1010717 for a detailed description of how to create partitions 
that are aligned to 4K. 

 SnapManager supports ASM on NFS. If you are using ASM on NFS, refer to NetApp Interoperability 
Matrix for the exact Oracle patches required. 

 For ASM on NFS, make sure that ASM can discover disks imported by SnapManager by setting the 
ASM_DISKSTRING parameter appropriately.  

Example: Consider the following NFS mount point: 

Storage1:/vol/oradata  /ora/data  nfs 

ASM on NFS device file 1: /ora/data/hra/disk1 

 Provide the connected path from SnapManager to the ASM_DISKSTRING parameter: 

ASM_DISKSTRING = /ora/data/hra/disk1, /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/*/*/disk1 

The wildcards in the ASM_DISKSTRING represent the following: 

 The first * matches the name generated by SnapManager for mount point ./ora/data. 

 The second * matches the directory hra within the mount point. 

 SnapManager does not support symbolic links on NFS for ASM environments. 

 SnapManager for Oracle supports ASMLib 2.1.4 and 2.1.7. 

 After upgrading from ASMLib 2.1.4 to 2.1.7, the same profiles and backups created with ASMLib 
2.1.4 can be used for restore and clone. 

Best Practices and Requirements for Using Databases on NFS with SnapManager 

 NetApp recommends mounting the file systems following the best practice recommendations in the 
KB article 3010189. 

https://kb.netapp.com/support/index?page=content&id=1010717
http://now.netapp.com/products/interoperability/
http://now.netapp.com/products/interoperability/
https://kb.netapp.com/support/index?page=content&id=3010189
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 All the volumes that contain Oracle data files, control files, redo and archive logs, and the Oracle 
home must be exported with either the anon=0 or root=<hostname> (more secure) option. 

SnapManager runs as the root and must be able to access the file systems containing Oracle data. 

 All the volumes that contain Oracle data files, control files, redo and archive logs, and the Oracle 
home must also have attribute caching, disabled and exported with the noac option (for Solaris, AIX, 

HP-UX) or actimeo=0 (for Linux). 

 NetApp recommends not using symbolic links to the location of the database data files, if they are 
linked from local storage to NFS. SnapManager supports symbolic links only at the mount-point level. 

 SnapManager Repository Layout 3.2

SnapManager for Oracle uses a repository to store metadata for the databases that it manages. This 

repository must reside in an Oracle Database. Part of the installation process of SnapManager for Oracle 

involves creating the repository in a schema of a previously installed Oracle Database. Because the 

repository holds metadata information of all the databases that SnapManager manages, it is critical to 

follow the best practices described in this section when planning and creating the repository. 

Where Should the Repository Be Installed? 

Because the SnapManager repository must reside in an Oracle Database, NetApp recommends using a 

new or dedicated database. NetApp recommends not using an existing Oracle Database that is shared 

with other applications, for the following reasons: 

 The Oracle versions and patch levels supported by SnapManager for Oracle may be different from 
those required by other applications. 

 Maintenance such as upgrades and patches of other applications affects the availability of the 
SnapManager repository, which in turn affects SnapManager operations (backups, cloning, and so 
on), on databases managed by SMO. 

 NetApp recommends deploying the databases used for the SnapManager repositories on NetApp 
storage systems so that cross-repository backups can be performed. 

What Size Should the Repository Be? 

The size of the repository determines how many backup records it can hold. NetApp testing reveals that 

the size of a single backup record in the repository is approximately 100KB. At this size, even a repository 

of 100MB can hold approximately 1,000 backup records. Oracle Database would amount to 250 backups, 

for an environment with eight Oracle databases each. 

Tablespace and Schema Considerations 

NetApp recommends creating a separate schema with its own tablespace for the SnapManager 

repository, thus making it easy to back up and restore. SnapManager requires a minimum 4K block size 

for the tablespace in which it is installed. Check the block size in SQL*Plus by using the following SQL 

command: 

select tablespace_name, block_size from dba_tablespaces; 

Only grants connect and resource roles to the database user who owns the SnapManager repository: 

grant connect, resource to <repo_owner>; 

How Many Repositories Should Be Installed? 

It is critical to have the ability to back up and restore the SnapManager repository. SMO cannot backup 

and restore its own repository. It is a best practice to create at least two repositories so that cross-

backups (that is, repository X has a profile of repository Y, and vice versa, as shown in Figure 4), can be 
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performed by using SnapManager. You can create more than two repositories, but managing numerous 

repositories can be complex. The total number of repositories depends on how you choose to organize 

the target databases into the repositories. 

Figure 4) Sample repository layout of SnapManager for Oracle. 

Profile of ERP Prod DB

Profile of Support DB

Profile of HR DB

Profile of Repository Y

Profile of ERP Dev DB

Profile of ERP QA DB

Profile of Training DB

Profile of UAT DB

Profile of Repository X

SnapManager Repository X

Containing profiles of all 

production systems and 

profile of Repository Y

SnapManager Repository Y

Containing profiles of all 

non-production systems 

and profile of Repository X
 

How Should Databases Be Distributed Among the Repositories? 

There are several ways to organize the target database profiles among the SnapManager repositories. 

Two of them are: 

 By application type 

 By usage 

If you have multiple Oracle databases running different applications, such as CRM and HR, then you can 

create a SnapManager repository for every application type that you have. Each SnapManager repository 

would have profiles for the databases of a particular application type. All production, development, and 

testing databases of that application type would be managed by the same SnapManager repository. This 

would help group similar databases and ease cloning. However, if you have several application types, 

then you may have to manage several SnapManager repositories, and if you choose to implement 

another application type you will need to create an additional SnapManager repository. Because these 

SnapManager repositories manage production databases, they need to be on a server with high 

availability, which can be expensive. Also, if security is a concern, then managing production databases 

along with development and test databases of the same type in the same SnapManager repository could 

be an issue. 

Another option is to distribute the databases among the SnapManager repositories based on their usage 

(for example, production, development, testing, training, and so on). This limits the number of repositories 

to the different types of databases that you have. And because all production databases are managed by 
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a single SnapManager repository, only production DBAs can be given access to this repository. Also, if 

you choose to deploy another database for a new application type, then you only need to register it in the 

corresponding SnapManager repository instead of creating a new repository. High availability can be 

provided only for the SnapManager repository that holds profiles of all the production databases. 

A variation of the previous distribution is to distribute all production databases in a single SnapManager 

repository and all of the other nonproduction databases (for example, development, testing, training, and 

so on) in a different repository, as shown in Figure 4. This has the same advantage as the previous 

distribution, along with the added benefit that the number of SnapManager repositories is reduced to two. 

Best Practices and Requirements for SnapManager Repository Layout 

 SnapManager requires the Oracle Database used for the SnapManager repository to be 10gR2 or 
later. Refer to the NetApp Interoperability Matrix for details about the supported Oracle Database 
versions, configurations, host operating systems, and protocols. 

 SnapManager cannot backup and restore its own repository. NetApp recommends creating at least 
two SnapManager repositories so that cross-backups (that is, repository X has a profile of repository 
Y, and vice versa) can be performed by using SnapManager, as shown in Figure 4. 

 NetApp recommends using a dedicated database for the SnapManager for Oracle repository that is 
not shared with other applications. 

 NetApp recommends deploying the database used for the SnapManager repository on a NetApp 
storage system for quick backup and restore capabilities. 

 NetApp recommends creating a separate schema with its own tablespace for the SnapManager 
repository, thus making it easy to back up and restore. 

 The repository cannot reside in the database being backed up by SnapManager. Therefore you must 
have at least two databases (the SnapManager repository database and the target database being 
managed by SnapManager) up and running, when you execute SnapManager. 

 Most of the SMO operations cause insert/delete in repository database tables, which leads to high 
usage of index space. NetApp recommends monitoring and rebuilding indexes appropriately to 
maintain the space usage on a database repository. 

4 Installation and Configuration 

 Licenses 4.1

Table 2 shows the license requirements and license types. 

Table 2) License types. 

License Type Required or Optional 

SnapManager for 
Oracle 

Host or 
storage 
system 

On host Required if using host-based license. 

On primary Required if using storage-based license. 

On secondary Required if using storage-based license and data 
protection feature. 

SnapDrive for 
UNIX and/or 
SnapDrive for 
Windows 

Host or 
storage 
system 

On host Required if using host-based license. 

On primary Required if using storage-based license. 

On secondary Required if using storage-based license and data 
protection feature. 

OnCommand core 
package 

Host Required for data protection or RBAC feature. 

Data ONTAP Storage On primary Required. 

http://now.netapp.com/products/interoperability/
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License Type Required or Optional 

system On secondary Required if using data protection feature. 

SnapRestore Storage 
system 

On primary Required. 

On secondary Required if using data protection feature. 

FlexClone Storage 
system 

On primary Required for NFS. 

Required for SAN if SnapDrive is configured to use 
NetApp FlexClone technology in SAN environments; 
optional otherwise. 

On secondary Required for NFS and if using data protection 
feature. Required if using data protection feature and 
for SAN if SnapDrive is configured to use NetApp 
FlexClone technology in SAN environments; optional 
otherwise. 

NFS, iSCSI, or 
FCP (depending 
on the protocol 
used) 

Storage 
system 

On primary Required. 

On secondary Required if using data protection feature. 

SnapVault Storage 
system 

On primary Required only if data protection is enabled and a 
SnapVault policy in Protection Manager is used. 

On secondary Required only if data protection is enabled and a 
SnapVault policy in Protection Manager is used. 

SnapMirror Storage 
system 

On primary Required only if data protection is enabled and a 
SnapMirror policy in Protection Manager is used. 

On secondary Required only if data protection is enabled and a 
SnapMirror policy in Protection Manager is used. 

 Installation 4.2

SnapManager for Oracle is easy to install and configure. See Appendix A for the steps to install and 

configure SMO. For more detailed instructions, follow the steps in the chapters “SnapManager for Oracle 

deployment considerations,” “Installing or upgrading SnapManager for Oracle,” and “SnapManager for 

Oracle workflow quick start” in the SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle Installation and Administration Guide. 

 Choosing Between GUI and CLI 4.3

All critical SnapManager operations can be performed using either the GUI or the CLI, except for the 

following features described in Table 3, which are available only from the GUI or the CLI. The command-

line interface offers the additional benefit of scripting the SnapManager commands. The SnapManager 

CLI commands can also be executed by any scheduling software such as CRON or as a job in Oracle 

Enterprise Manager. 

Features That Affect GUI and CLI 

Table 3) Features that affect GUI and CLI. 

Feature Description GUI CLI 

Storage 
system update 

SnapManager enables you to update the database storage system name 
specified in the profile. This retains backup and clones metadata after a 
database is moved from one storage system to another or even during a 
storage system host name change. 

X  

Target 
database 
hostname 

SnapManager provides the ability to update the hostname of the target 
database in SnapManager profile. This updates the target database 
hostname set on the profile and retains all other configuration 

X  

https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
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Feature Description GUI CLI 

update parameters. 

Multiple 
profiles update 

Certain fields that are common to multiple SnapManager profiles can be 
updated simultaneously using the SnapManager GUI. This feature can 
be leveraged to update frequently changed information stored in 
SnapManager profiles. For example, if production database passwords 
are the same and are changed regularly, all production profiles can be 
updated at the same time. 

 X 

Multiple 
operations in 
the 
background 

Most operations requested using the SnapManager GUI can be run in 
the background by clicking the new Background button (available in most 
of the wizards for various SnapManager operations such as backups). 
This allows DBAs to execute multiple SnapManager operations for 
different databases in parallel. 

 X 

Monitor 
multiple 
operations 

The SnapManager GUI has a Monitor tab to monitor all SnapManager 
operations and to sort rows, rearrange columns, and filter results to 
create custom reports. When this tab is used to monitor operations, 
SnapManager automatically refreshes every few seconds and also 
displays operations started by other DBAs using the SnapManager GUI. 

 X 

Rolling 
upgrade 

SnapManager allows you to upgrade a single or multiple SnapManager 
server hosts to a later version of SnapManager using a host-by-host 
approach, thereby avoiding the downtime of all SnapManager server 
hosts and scheduled operations. 

X  

 Launching the GUI 4.4

The SnapManager GUI is launched from any host running an operating system supported by 

SnapManager for Oracle. 

 GUI can be launched on SnapManager server UNIX hosts in the following ways: 

 By running the smogui command. 

 From a Web browser: 

https://smo-server.domain.com:port 

In this URL, replace: 

smo-server with the name of the host where the SnapManager server was started. 

domain.com with the domain of the SnapManager server host. 

port with the port number that the SnapManager server is using on the database host; the default 

port is 27214. 

 The GUI can be launched in two ways on SnapManager server Windows hosts: 

 Select Start > All Programs > NetApp > SnapManager for Oracle > Start SMO GUI. 

 From a Web browser: 

https://smo-server.domain.com:port 

In this URL, replace: 

smo-server with the name of the host where the SnapManager server was started. 

domain.com with the domain of the SnapManager server host. 

port with the port number that the SnapManager server is using on the database host; the default 

port is 27214. 

Note: The GUI requires the Java Runtime Environment version 1.6 to be installed on the host. 
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If port 27214 is in use, or if you want to use another port, then you can reconfigure SMO to use a different 

port by following these steps: 

 Stop the SnapManager server. 1.

 Modify the values of the following parameters in the 2.
<SnapManager_install_directory>/properties/smo.config file: 

SMOServer.port=27214 

SMOServer.rmiRegistry.port=27215 

remote.registry.ocijdbc.port=27215 

The remote.registry.ocijdbc.port must be the same as the 

SMOServer.rmiRegistry.port. 

 Start the SnapManager server. 3.

After the GUI is launched, you can also customize settings that apply to your use of the 
SnapManager GUI, as shown in the following screenshot. Click the Admin menu and then select User 
Preferences. These settings are in effect even when you log in using a different computer (if your 
home directory is shared between both the systems). 

 

Table 4 describes some of the important settings listed in the GUI in the Admin > User Preferences 

screen. 

Table 4) GUI settings. 

Setting Description 

Open on startup This determines what is displayed when the application starts up. 
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Setting Description 

 None. Application starts up with everything closed. 

 Repository. Application opens the repository but not hosts and profiles. 

 Host. Application opens the repository and hosts but not profiles. 

 Profiles. Application opens the repository, hosts, and all profiles. 

Refresh Enabled 

Enables SnapManager to poll the repository for updates. When Refresh Enabled is 
enabled, the application queries the SnapManager servers and repositories for updates 
to external operations. The frequency of the queries is determined by the Refresh Rate 
value. Refresh Enabled is enabled by default. 

Refresh Rate 

If Refresh Enabled is enabled, the Refresh Rate determines how often (in seconds) the 
application queries the SnapManager servers and repositories for updates to operations. 
The initial default value is 60 seconds. You can set the value to anything between 10 
and 1,000 seconds. This field applies only if the Refresh Enabled option is enabled. 

Protection Status 
Refresh Enabled 

Although SnapManager automatically updates information about its operations (such as 
backup, restore, and clone) in the Monitor tab and the Backups/Clones tab, it does not 
automatically display updates about external operations (such as protection of a backup 
on secondary storage). When Protection Status Refresh Enabled is set to Yes, the 
application automatically updates the SnapManager servers and repositories so that 
updates to protection status are reflected in the application. The frequency of the 
querying is determined by the setting of Protection Status Refresh Rate. When 
Protection Status Refresh Enabled is set to No, the application does not query 
SnapManager servers and repositories for updates to the protection status. 

Protection Status 
Refresh Rate 

If Protection Status Refresh Enabled is set to Yes, then Protection Status Refresh Rate 
determines how often (in seconds) the application queries the SnapManager servers 
and repositories for updates to the protection status. The initial default value is 60 
seconds. You can set the value to anything between 10 seconds and 1,000 seconds. 

 Creating the Repository 4.5

The repository holds data about the operations performed by SnapManager on the databases it 

manages. Follow the best practice recommendations described in section 3.2 “SnapManager Repository 

Layout" and install and configure an Oracle Database for creating the SnapManager repository. 

The simplest way to create the SnapManager repository is from the GUI; select Tasks > Repository > 

Create New Repository. This launches the repository wizard, which walks you through the repository 

creation process. Because there is no one-to-one requirement for the SnapManager GUI and the 

repositories, the GUI can administer multiple SnapManager repositories. 

See Appendix A for a list of steps to create the repository quickly. 

 Configuring Authentication 4.6

Credentials are required to authenticate access to secure resources and SnapManager services, such as 

the SnapManager repositories, and SnapManager database profiles. See Appendix A for a list of steps to 

quickly configure authentication. For detailed instructions, follow the steps listed in “SnapManager for 

Oracle workflow quick start” and “Managing access and credentials” in the SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle 

Installation and Administration Guide. 

Role-Based Access Control 

SnapManager for Oracle allows database administrators to control access based on their roles by 

leveraging the RBAC (role-based access control) capabilities of Operations Manager. This integration of 

SnapManager with Operations Manager is done by using SnapDrive for UNIX. SnapDrive for UNIX 

provides controlled access to even non-root local or NIS users by using the RBAC infrastructure of 

Operations Manager. Operations Manager provides granular access to storage objects such as LUNs, 

https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
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qtrees, volumes, and aggregates. Because of this integration, SMO administrators can now control which 

SnapManager operations each database administrator can perform. This functionality is optional and is 

not available on Windows. SnapManager requires Operations Manager only if role-based access control 

is desired. SnapManager does not require Protection Manager for providing RBAC. 

See Appendix C for instructions to configure and enable RBAC. 

 Creating Profiles 4.7

To perform any operation on a database by using SnapManager for Oracle, a profile has to be created in 

SnapManager for that database. A profile can reference only one database. The same database can be 

referenced by more than one profile. Backups created by using one profile cannot be accessed from a 

different profile, even if both profiles reference the same database. 

You can use the SnapManager GUI to create profiles either by selecting Tasks > Repository > Create 

Profile or by right-clicking the repository and selecting Create Profile. This launches the profile wizard, 

which guides you through the steps to create a profile. 

 

OS Authentication Versus Database Authentication 

If you choose to use database authentication when creating a profile, then you must provide a database 

user name and password with the sysdba role. You can either choose to create a new database user for 

this purpose or use an existing Oracle user such as sys. 

In case of OS authentication, the UNIX user specified in the database configuration information during 

profile creation must be part of the OSDBA group that has database administrative privileges (the 

SYSDBA privilege). 

Separate Archive Log Backups 

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle provides the ability to separate the archive log backups from data file 

backups during the creation of a profile. It also allows modifying the existing profiles to separate the 

archive log backups from data file backups. Once the profile is created or updated to separate the archive 

logs, SMO allows the following operations: 
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 By default, SnapManager takes an archive log backup along with online data files backup. However, 
you have the option to take a datafiles-only backup or an archive-log-only backup. 

 When SMO is integrated with Protection Manager, you can specify different protection policies for 
data file backups and archive log backups. 

 You have the option to back up archive logs along with online backups immediately. These archive 
log backups will not be deleted based on the archive log retention period, if the archive logs backups 
retention duration is less than the retention defined for data files backups. This also helps to clone the 
database without using any external archive logs. 

 If SMO is upgraded from earlier versions, the old profiles can be modified to separate the archive log 
backups. All archive log backups will be separated after this. If protection is enabled for the profile, 
you must assign a protection policy for the separated archive backups, and request the storage 
administrator to edit the unprotected dataset in Protection Manager and assign a resource pool to it. 

 Once archive log backups are separated, you cannot reverse the action to combine backups of 
archive logs and data files. 

 After each archive log backup, SMO consolidates the archive log backups by freeing the archive log 
backups with duplicate archive log files, and retaining only the archive log backups that have unique 
archive log files. 

You can separate archive log backups in the policy settings during profile creation, as shown in the 

following screenshot. 

 

Custom Snapshot Names 

You can specify a custom naming convention for Snapshot copies created by backups under a 

SnapManager profile. Custom text or built-in variables such as profile name, database name, and 

database SID provided by SnapManager can be used to generate the naming convention, as shown in 
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the following screenshot. SnapManager requires the (smid) variable in the SnapManager naming 

convention to make every Snapshot copy unique. 

You can change the Snapshot copy naming convention when you create a profile or after the profile has 

been created. The updated pattern applies only to Snapshot copies that have not yet been created; 

existing Snapshot copies retain the previous pattern. 

Table 5 shows two Snapshot copy names created for the data files volume and the control files volume. 

The first Snapshot copy listed has _f_h_1_ in the middle of its name. Value 1 indicates that it is the first 

Snapshot copy taken in the backup set. The first Snapshot copy listed is the most recent and has a value 

2, which means it is the second Snapshot copy taken. The value 1 Snapshot copy includes the data files, 

and the value 2 Snapshot copy includes the control files. Two Snapshot copies are required because the 

control file Snapshot copy must be created after the data file Snapshot copy, as shown in Table 5. 

Table 5) Snapshot name pattern. 

Snapshot Name Convention Example 

smo_{profile}_{db-
sid}_{scope}_{mode}_{smid} 

smo_prod1_hra_f_h_1_8abc01e915a55ac50115a55acc8d0001_0 

smo_prod1_hra_f_h_2_8abc01e915a55ac50115a55acc8d0001_0 

 

Backup Retention 

For every SnapManager profile of a database, you can specify a backup retention policy that determines 

how many successful backups on local storage created under that profile should be retained. The 

retention policy is engaged every time you take a new backup. When creating a backup by using either 

the SnapManager GUI or the CLI, you can specify a retention class of hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly for 
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that backup. The number of backups of each retention class that you want to retain is specified in the 

SnapManager profile. The retention is specified as: 

 Retention count. Determines the minimum number of backups of a particular retention class that 
should be retained; for example, 10 daily backups. 

 Retention duration. Determines the minimum length of time a backup of a particular retention class 
should be retained; for example, 10 days of daily backups. 

For each retention class, you can specify only a count or only duration or a combination of count and 

duration. Table 6 lists the advantages and disadvantages of each retention class, to help you in choosing 

the right combination to match your backup retention requirements. 

Table 6) Retention requirements. 

Retention 
Count or 
Duration 

Frequency Advantages Disadvantages 

Count only Retention class: daily 
Retention count: 10 
Retention duration: 0 

SnapManager enables at 
least the specified 
number of backups of 
that retention class to be 
retained. For example, if 
10 daily backups exist 
and a new daily backup 
is created, the oldest 
backup is deleted. 

Ad hoc backups of the same retention 
class also contribute toward the count. 

For example, suppose a DBA wants to 
retain daily backups for the last 10 days 
and specifies the retention count as 10. 
The DBA then creates two ad hoc 
backups with the retention class set to 
daily on a particular day; those backups 
will also contribute to the daily retention 
count. This means that the DBA ends up 
with 10 backups with the retention class 
set to daily, but with daily backups of 
only the last 8 days (because 2 ad hoc 
daily backups were created on the same 
day). 

Duration only Retention class: daily 
Retention count: 0 
Retention duration: 10 

SnapManager enables 
backups to be retained 
for at least 10 days. For 
example, if the backup 
was created on Jan. 1, it 
will be deleted on Jan. 
11. 

If for some reason backups are not 
created for 10 days, then all backups will 
be deleted, leaving no backups available 
for performing a restore operation. 

Count and 
duration 

Retention class: daily 
Retention count: 10 
Retention duration: 10 

SnapManager enables a 
minimum of 10 backups 
to exist and all backups 
that are less than 10 
days old will be retained. 

This keeps ad hoc 
backups from disrupting 
the number of days that 
backups are kept, and 
enables 10 backups to 
exist for performing a 
restore operation. 

None. 

For details refer to “How SnapManager determines which backups to retain on local storage” in the 

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle Installation and Administration Guide. 

https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
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A backup expires when its tenure exceeds the retention duration set for its retention class, or when the 

number of backups exceeds the retention count. Expired backups are deleted automatically. After a 

backup expires based on the retention specified, SnapManager either frees or deletes the expired backup 

only when a new backup that follows the same retention class is initiated. 

If archive log backups are separated in a profile and archive logs backup is taken with data files backup, 

then: 

 Archive log backups are retained based on data files backup retention when archive logs backup 
retention is less than the data files backup retention. If the archive log backup retention is expired, 
then the backup is still retained on the basis of higher retention set for data file backup. 

 When the data files backup is expired and the archive logs backup retention is more than the 
retention set for data files backup, then SnapManager deletes the data files backup and retains the 
archive log backup. The retained archive log backup expires after a new archive-log-only backup is 
created. Therefore the administrator needs to create an archive-log-only backup schedule, which 
eventually deletes all the expired archive logs backups. 

Enabling Policy-Driven Data Protection 

SnapManager for Oracle provides policy-driven data protection by integrating with Protection Manager. 

This automates replicating SnapManager backups on a primary storage system to a secondary storage 

system by using the SnapVault or SnapMirror policies that the storage or backup administrator created in 

Protection Manager. Retention on primary is controlled by SnapManager for Oracle on the basis of the 

retention defined during profile creation. Backup retention on secondary is controlled by the policy defined 

in Protection Manager. This functionality is optional and is not available for SMO running on Windows. 

Data protection in SnapManager for Oracle is enabled at the SnapManager profile level, as shown in the 

following screenshot. Refer to Appendix B for instructions to configure and enable policy-driven data 

protection. 
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For information about supported protection polices, see “About protection policy descriptions” in the 

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle Installation and Administration Guide. 

History Maintenance 

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle enables you to use the GUI or the CLI to maintain the historical operational 

metadata of critical databases for compliance and auditing requirements in an enterprise. 

 History maintenance is supported for the following database operations: 

 Backup create 

 Backup verification 

 Restore and recovery 

 Clone create 

 Clone split 

 Users can configure the history maintenance during the creation of the profile or at any time after. 

 History can be configured at the individual profile level. 

 History information is retained on the basis of retention specified for each operation. However, users 
can manually purge the history of the SnapManager operation. 

 All operation history is listed in the History tab; or it can be viewed by performing the smo history 

list command on the CLI. Users can filter the operation history based on profile or operations. 

 

https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
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Best Practices and Requirements for SnapManager Installation and Configuration 

This section describes the requirements and best practices for configuring and installing SnapManager: 

 SnapDrive for UNIX or SnapDrive for Windows and any associated requirements must be installed 
before SnapManager for Oracle is installed. 

 Beginning with SnapManager 3.1 for Oracle, users can perform a rolling upgrade, which enables 
them to upgrade to a later version of SMO on one or more hosts at a given time. Hosts that are not 
upgraded continue to manage their target databases with their old repository schemas. As part of the 
upgrade process, all operations performed using the old SnapManager version, are imported to a 
new repository database schema. Such a phased upgrade gives user a chance to move to a later 
version of SMO without bringing down all the database host servers. It is also possible to roll back to 
an older repository version when the user wants to rollback to an older version of SMO. Before 
executing a rolling upgrade or a rollback, refer to the rolling upgrade section in the SnapManager 3.2 
for Oracle Installation and Administration Guide. 

 The target database SID should be included in the oratab file. SnapManager relies on the oratab 

file to determine which Oracle home to use. If SnapManager cannot find the SID in the oratab file, 

the profile verification operation fails. 

 NetApp recommends allocating sufficient space for the /opt/NetApp/smo/tmp directory. 

SnapManager uses this directory to hold temporary safe copies while it performs an operation. 

 NetApp recommends replicating SnapManager backups of all critical databases to a secondary 
storage system by leveraging the policy-driven data protection feature in version 3.2. Refer to 
Appendix B for instructions to configure and enable policy-driven data protection. 

 If you have configured SMO to catalog backups with RMAN, make sure that the retention policy in 
RMAN does not delete the backup information from its catalog before SnapManager purges the 
backup. 

If you don’t plan to use RMAN for recovery and instead would prefer to use SnapManager, NetApp 

recommends not specifying the RMAN information in the profile. This significantly reduces the time 

required to back up databases. To remove the RMAN information from existing profiles, use the smo 

profile update CLI command and create a script to update all such profiles. If you are using the GUI, 

select all such profiles and update the properties by using the multiple profile update wizard. 

5 Using SnapManager for Oracle 

 Backing Up 5.1

SnapManager for Oracle leverages NetApp Snapshot technology to create fast and space-efficient 

backups of Oracle databases. These backups are point-in-time virtual copies of the database and are 

stored on the same physical medium as the database. SMO can back up the entire database or group of 

data files or tablespaces. These backups can optionally be registered with Oracle RMAN to perform 

block-level recovery or tablespace point in time recovery. SnapManager also allows taking archive log-

only backups frequently, avoiding placing the database in backup mode. 

SMO can also verify a backup if required. SnapManager performs the verification on the database host 

itself. SMO provides these capabilities for the Oracle databases in standalone, ASM, and RAC 

configurations on UNIX platforms. ASM and RAC configurations are not supported by SMO on Windows. 

Creating Backups 

To back up a database by using the SnapManager GUI, right-click the profile of that database and select 

Backup to launch the backup wizard that guides you through the steps to create a backup. 

With SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle, you can take following backups: 

https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
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 When a profile is created for combined backups of data files and archive logs: 

 Full backups contain all of the data files, archive log files, and control files 

 Partial backups contain selected data files, tablespaces, archive log files, and control files 

  When a profile has separated archive log backups from the data file backups: 

 Combined backups with different labels for data files backup and archive logs backup 

 The data-files-only backup with all the data files along with the control files 

 The partial data-files-only backup with the selected data files or tablespaces along with the 
control files 

 The archive-logs-only backups 

SnapManager 3.2 supports pruning of archive log destinations after taking archive log backups. 

 Users can prune the archive logs from single or multiple archive log destinations, along with full, 
partial, or archive-only backups. 

 Scope for pruning can be until an SCN, until a specified time period, before specified time period, or 
all logs. 

 SnapManager prunes only the archive logs that are backed up, shipped to standby database in 
Oracle Dataguard configuration, or captured by Oracle streams. 

 SnapManager does not support pruning archive logs from flash recovery area or standby database. 

 NetApp does not recommend using both RMAN and SnapManager for Oracle to manage archive 
logs. 

Consider the following when taking a backup: 

 Archive log backups taken along with data file backups are retained based on retention specified for 
data files backups during profile creation; that is, when the duration of the archive logs backup is less 
than the duration of the data files backup. 

 When archive logs backup is selected, users can choose single or multiple destinations to be backed 
up, pruned, or excluded. 

 When protection is enabled using Protection Manager, archive-logs-only backup that is protected 
immediately on the secondary system by using CLI or GUI is based on hourly retention class. 

 If there are any archive log files on the non NetApp storage system, SnapManager operations fail. 
The exclude parameters in the smo.config file allow you to exclude archive logs on these 

locations while performing SnapManager operations. For details, refer to “Setting configuration 
properties” in the SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle Installation and Administration Guide. 

 After each archive log backup, SMO consolidates the archive log backups by freeing the archive log 
backups with duplicate archive log files and retaining only the archive log backups that have unique 
archive log files. The archive log consolidation is controlled by the archivelogs.consolidate 

parameter in the smo.config file. 

 Data ONTAP limits the maximum number of Snapshot copies to 255 per volume. You may reach the 
maximum number of copies if you configure SnapManager to retain a large number of backups, 
where each backup consists of numerous Snapshot copies. Configure appropriate retention policies 
to remove successful backups after reaching a specific threshold, for a specific backup retention 
class. 

 For RAC configurations, SMO performs the backup on the host that is specified in the SnapManager 
profile. If that RAC host is down for some reason, the backup fails. 

Protecting Backups 

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle provides the option of enabling data protection to protect the backups on the 

secondary or tertiary storage systems. This option helps reservation of the data in case of disaster, 
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increases the limit on potential backups, and makes active use of secondary storage for development, 

testing, or reporting. 

SnapManager enables protection of the backups in two ways: 

 SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle provides policy-driven data protection by integrating with Protection 
Manager. This automates replicating SnapManager backups on a primary storage system to a 
secondary storage system or even to a tertiary storage system by using SnapVault or SnapMirror 
policies created by the storage or backup administrator in Protection Manager. Retention on primary 
storage is controlled by SMO on the basis of retention defined during profile creation and retention 
class tagged during backup creation. Secondary storage backup retention is controlled by the policy 
defined in Protection Manager. SnapManager integration with Protection Manager is not supported on 
Windows. For instructions on how to configure and enable policy-driven data protection, see 
Appendix B. 

 SnapManager also allows protecting the backups on a primary storage system by using post-backup 
scripts that can be used from both the SnapManager GUI and CLI, on Windows and UNIX-based 
environments. 

For details, refer to “Protecting database backups on secondary storage” in the SnapManager 3.2 for 

Oracle Installation and Administration Guide. 

Scheduling Backups 

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle has a built-in scheduler for backups. The scheduler can be accessed from 

the SnapManager GUI and CLI. It offers options to schedule backups with hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, 

or one-time-only classes. SnapManager allows creating, updating, temporarily suspending, resuming, and 

deleting schedules. 

You can view the scheduled operations for a profile by using the smo schedule list command or on 

the Schedule tab of the SnapManager GUI. 

 To schedule a backup using the SnapManager GUI, right-click Profile and select Schedule Backup. 

 To schedule a backup using the SnapManager CLI, run the following command: 

For example: To schedule daily full backup with archive logs backup starting on 2012-05-18 at 00:00 

smo schedule create -profile HRA -data  -retain  -hourly  -auto  -archivelogs  -backup-dest 

/mnt/db1_archive -schedule-name HRA_FULL_ARCH_HOURLY -interval daily -cronstring "20 0 0 * * ? *" 

-start-time "2012-05-18 00:00" -runasuser root –verbose 

https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
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For details, refer to “Scheduling Database backups” in the SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle Installation and 

Administration Guide. 

Backup and Transfer Schedules 

While creating a backup by using either the SnapManager GUI or CLI, you can specify the retention class 

for the backup to be hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, or unlimited. The number of backups of each retention 

class to retain can be specified in the SnapManager profile of a database. 

If data protection is enabled for a SnapManager profile, all backups created through the CLI or GUI 

without the protectnow option are replicated to secondary storage based on the transfer schedule 

specified in Protection Manager. Because of a known issue (refer to this article – “The retention class of a 

backup might be different on a secondary node than the retention class on the primary node”), it is critical 

to synchronize the primary backup schedule in SnapManager for Oracle with the transfer schedule in 

Protection Manager so that the same retention class for each backup is maintained on both primary and 

secondary storage. Make sure that the transfers of the correct retention class occur after the backups 

with the same retention class are complete. 

For example, suppose that you set up the following two schedules in SnapManager for backups on 

primary: 

 Hourly backups on each half hour (for example, at 20:30, 21:30, 22:30, and so on) 

 Daily backups at 22:30 

Note: When two schedules have a conflict, the one with the less frequent retention class wins. In the 
preceding example, both schedules need to create a backup at 22:30, so SnapManager creates a 
single backup at 22:30 and assigns it as a retention class of daily. 

Assuming that the backup is complete in a few minutes, set up the transfer schedule in Protection 

Manager as follows: 

 Hourly transfers on the hour (for example at, 20:00, 21:00, 22:00, and so on) 

 23:00 daily 

https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
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In this way, the transfers of the correct retention class occur after the backups with the same retention 

class are complete, and the backups on primary and secondary storage have the same retention class. 

Immediate Protection 

SnapManager for Oracle allows protecting a backup to secondary storage immediately after a backup is 

taken. When immediate protection is enabled for the backups by using either the CLI or GUI, the same 

retention class of backup on primary storage is propagated to the secondary storage. 

 

The following example shows how to protect backup to secondary storage immediately: 

smo backup create -profile HRA -protectnow -retain -hourly  -full auto -label full_bkup_hra 

When data protection is enabled for the SnapManager profile by using the SnapVault relationship 

maintained in Protection Manager, all archive-logs-only backups created under that profile are replicated 

to secondary storage immediately, when the protectnow option is used with the CLI or GUI. Because 

archive-logs-only backups fall under the hourly retention class, they are deleted immediately after being 

replicated on the secondary storage. This is because, by default, Protection Manager sets the retention 

duration to zero hour for hourly backup types on secondary storage. You can change this to the value that 

works best for your environment. In the NetApp Management Console, select Edit > Nodes and 

Connections tab and then select the policy used, as shown in the following screenshot. 
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Freeing Backups 

With SnapManager for Oracle, you can delete the Snapshot copies associated with a backup without 

deleting the metadata of that backup in the SnapManager repository. NetApp recommends freeing 

backups is recommended only after the associated Snapshot copies have been copied to secondary 

storage. The metadata of the backup is retained in the SnapManager repository to aid in restoring and 

recovering the database, using a copy of the backup in an alternate location. Freeing backups has the 

following benefits: 

 Frees up space on the primary storage by deleting the associated Snapshot copies. 

 Enables more frequent backups. 

 Helps avoid reaching the Snapshot copy limit on the volumes. 

 If protection is enabled on the profile and the protection policy contains connections from the Note:
primary node that use a mirror relationship, then when Snapshot copies are deleted on the 
primary node by freeing a backup, those copies are also deleted from the mirror nodes when the 
next transfer to the secondary node occurs. 

 To free a backup by using the SnapManager GUI, right-click Backup and select Free to launch the 
wizard that guides you through the steps to free a backup. 

 To free a backup by using the SnapManager CLI, run the following command: 

smo backup free –profile HRA –label full_back_free_apr_12 
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Deleting Backups 

Delete only the associated Snapshot copies and the metadata of that backup in the SnapManager 

repository when deleting a backup. If you attempt to delete a backup that is protected to secondary 

storage, the backup may be temporarily busy. Backups become available for operations when more 

recent backups are fully propagated throughout all of the nodes specified in the Protection Manager 

policy. If you cannot delete the backup immediately, NetApp recommends that you wait until another 

backup occurs before you delete the previous backup. 

 To delete a backup by using the SnapManager GUI, right-click Backup and select Delete to  launch 
the wizard that guides you through the steps to delete a backup. 

 To delete a backup by using the SnapManager CLI, use the following command: 

smo backup delete –profile HRA –label full_back_free_feb_12 

Difference Between Freeing Backups and Deleting Backups 

Table 7 explains the differences between freeing and deleting a backup. 

Table 7) Freeing and deleting backups. 

Navigation Freeing Backups Deleting Backups 

GUI navigation Right-click Backup and select Free. Right-click backup and 
select Delete. 

CLI execution smo backup free smo backup delete 

Are the associated Snapshot 
copies deleted? 

If backup is not protected: Yes If backup is not 
protected: Yes 

If backup is protected: Yes on primary but 
retains the protected Snapshot copies on 
secondary. 

If a mirror relationship is used, then Snapshot 
copies are deleted on the primary node and 
the protected Snapshot copies are also 
deleted from the mirror nodes when the 
transfer to the secondary node occurs. 

If backup is protected: 
Yes (on primary and 
secondary). 

Does it free up space occupied 
by the associated Snapshot 
copies? 

Yes Yes 

Is the backup record retained in 
the repository after the 
operation? 

Yes No 

After performing this operation on 
a backup, can the database be 
restored from the backup by 
using SnapManager? 

Yes, provided that you have a backup on 
secondary or a copy of a backup in an 
alternate location. 

No 

When to use? Use after copying a backup to a secondary 
location by using scripts that leverage 
SnapVault or SnapMirror, or by any other 
means. 

For protected backups, SnapManager 
automatically frees the backups on primary 
locations based on the backup retention 
policy specified in SnapManager. 

Use when the backup 
will never be used 
again. 
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Best Practices and Requirements for Backing Up 

 Although SnapManager can perform partial and full backups, NetApp recommends performing a full 
backup of the database because this minimizes the number of Snapshot copies that SnapManager 
creates. For details, refer to “About full and partial backups” in the SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle 
Installation and Administration Guide. 

 NetApp recommends replicating SnapManager backups of all critical databases to a secondary 
storage system. 

 NetApp recommends freeing up backups on primary only after they have been copied to secondary 
storage. 

 When using SnapVault, make sure that vaulting a backup occurs before the backup is pruned from 
the primary storage system. 

 SnapManager can be configured to catalog database backups with RMAN. If you use an RMAN 
recovery catalog, it must be in a database other than the database that you are backing up. 

 If you don’t plan to use RMAN for recovery and want to use SnapManager instead, NetApp 
recommends not specifying the RMAN information in the profile. This significantly reduces the time to 
back up databases. To remove the RMAN information from existing profiles, you can use the smo 

profile update CLI command and create a script to update all such profiles. If you are using the 

GUI, you can select all such profiles and update the properties by using the multiple profile update 
wizard. 

 The target database SID should be included in the oratab file. SnapManager relies on the oratab 

file to determine which Oracle home to use. 

 For RAC databases, the listener that services the primary database instance must be started before 
initiating a backup. 

 NetApp recommends using the built-in scheduler in the SnapManager GUI to schedule backups. This 
gives DBAs who are using the SnapManager GUI the added benefit of managing backup schedules 
and backups from the same interface. Also, backup schedules created and modified by one DBA are 
visible to all other DBAs who are using the SnapManager GUI. 

 NetApp recommends deleting database backups that are no longer in use to free up the. Use the smo 

backup delete command to delete backups created by SnapManager. This also reduces the 

probability of reaching the limit of 255 Snapshot copies per volume. 

 NetApp recommends deleting backups created by SnapManager by using only the SnapManager 
GUI or CLI. Deleting Snapshot copies created by SnapManager from SnapDrive or Data ONTAP 
causes inconsistency between the environment and the SnapManager repository. 

 Restore and Recovery 5.2

SnapManager for Oracle restores the database to the state it was in at the time the Snapshot copy was 

created. SnapManager leverages NetApp SnapRestore technology, which significantly shortens the 

restore time when compared to traditional recovery methods. Because backups can now be created more 

frequently, the number of logs that need to be applied is drastically reduced, thus reducing the mean time 

to recovery for a database. 

SnapManager for Oracle also provides this capability for ASM-based databases. NetApp has added 

innovative capabilities to Data ONTAP 7G for restoring partial ASM disks to enable this functionality. 

NetApp has worked with Oracle to develop this solution, which provides fast and efficient restores for the 

ASM-based databases. An ASM disk group can be shared by multiple databases. As a result, you cannot 

revert to an older Snapshot copy of the disk group, because it would revert to all the databases. 

Traditional restore solutions used the host and required that all of the blocks that constitute the database 

be moved from the storage system to the host and then back to the storage system. The SMO solution 

provided relieves this overhead in most scenarios by providing the ability to restore only the required data 

in the ASM disk group without going through the host. 
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SnapManager provides these restore and recovery capabilities for Oracle databases in both standalone 

and RAC configurations. 

Fast Restore 

Fast restore (also known as volume restore) is the quickest restore mechanism available among all the 

restore mechanisms that SnapManager offers. DBAs can leverage the fast restore feature to restore a 

database in a few minutes regardless of the size of the database. This functionality is optional and is not 

available on Windows. 

 Performing a fast restore can have the following negative consequences; use it with caution: Note:

 The entire storage-side volume is restored, including: 

 Files that were not considered part of the backup 

 Other files, file systems, or LUNs in the volume 

 All Snapshot copies that were taken after the Snapshot copy to which the volume is being restored 
are deleted. For example, you cannot restore Tuesday's backup if you fast-restored Monday's 
backup. 

 Relationships to secondary storage systems are broken if the restored Snapshot copy is older than 
the baseline Snapshot copy in the relationship. 

 Volume restore cannot be used when restoring from secondary storage systems. 

For details on other file-based restore methods performed by SnapManager, refer to “Database restore 

overview” in the SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle Installation and Administration Guide. 

When you perform a fast restore of a backup, SnapManager first performs mandatory and overridable 

eligibility checks to determine whether it can use the fast restore process. 

SnapManager fast restores only data files. To fast restore backups of a database, the following guidelines 

must be considered while planning the layout of the database: 

 For file systems and disk groups: 

 Multiple databases cannot share the same disk group. 

 A disk group that contains data files cannot contain other types of files. Temporary data files can 
exist on the same disk group as the regular data files. 

 The LUNs for the data file disk group must be the only object in the storage volume. 

 For volume separation: 

 Data files for only one database must be in the volume. 

 Although SnapManager can fast restore the data files volume even if it contains temporary data 
files. NetApp recommends creating a separate volume for temporary data files because 
SnapManager does not back up these files. Including the temporary data files in the same volume 
as the data files increases the size of the Snapshot copies of that volume. 

SMO provides a preview and analysis option for s restore operation before it takes place. The preview 

section describes how each file in the database will be restored. The analysis section presents the 

reasons why more efficient restore mechanisms will not be used. 

Restoring Protected Backups 

SnapManager for Oracle provides policy-driven data protection by integrating with the OnCommand 

server. This automates replicating SnapManager backups of a primary storage system to a secondary 

storage system by using the SnapVault or SnapMirror policies created by the administrator in Protection 

Manager. SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle also empowers the database administrator to restore such 

protected backups automatically from the secondary storage system back to the primary.  This 

functionality is optional and is not available on Windows. For details, refer to “Restoring protected 

https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
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backups from secondary storage” in the SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle Installation and Administration 

Guide. 

Restoring From an Alternate Location 

When SnapManager for Oracle is not integrated with Protection Manager, it provides a scripting solution 

that leverages NetApp SnapVault and SnapMirror technology to replicate the SnapManager backups from 

primary to secondary storage. 

To restore from an alternate location, you must first create a restore specification XML file that specifies 

the mappings required by SnapManager to restore from the alternate location and to the original location. 

The original location is the location of the file on the active file system at the time of the backup, and the 

alternate location is the location from which a file will be restored. For an example of the restore 

specification XML file, see is provided in  Appendix I. For details on how to restore from an alternate 

location, refer to “Restoring backups from an alternate location” in the SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle 

Installation and Administration Guide. 

Here are the basic steps to restore and recover from an alternate location: 

 Based on your database layout and what needs to be restored: 1.

a. Restore the required data files from tape, SnapVault, SnapMirror, or any other media to any file 
system mounted on the database host. 

b. Restore the required file system and mount it on the database host. 

c. Connect to the required raw devices that exist in the local host. 

 Create the restore spec XML file with the original and alternate locations mappings and save the file 2.
in a location that is accessible from the SnapManager GUI or CLI. 

 Use the SnapManager GUI or CLI to restore and recover and specify the location of the restore spec 3.
XML file. 

 In the SnapManager Restore and Recovery Wizard, select the Use Alternative Restore Specification 4.
option to specify the location of the restore spec XML file. Refer to section 6.1, Disaster Recover, for 
information about how this feature can be used to provide a scripted disaster recovery solution. 

Recovery from Archive Logs  

With SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle, you can perform restore and recovery in a single operation. Because 

SnapManager can register its backups with RMAN, you can use RMAN to restore and recover data. 

Integration with RMAN allows you to recover a database at finer granularities, such as blocks. 

SnapManager can also recover the database by using archive logs from an external location. 

Restore and Recovery of RAC Databases 

SnapManager for Oracle can be invoked from any RAC database node to restore and recover. The RAC 

node where SnapManager performs the restore and recovery operation does not need to be the same as 

the node where the backup was performed. 

Recommended recovery mechanism for RAC database: 

 Make sure that all of the archive log files are available in the backups or that all of the archive log files 
are available in one external archive log destination. 

 If there are multiple external archive log destinations, you can provide overlap of the archive log files 
while specifying the external archive log destinations for all of the threads. 

For example, the external archive log location I can have 1 to 100 archive log files, the external 
archive log location II can have 98 to 200 archive log files, and the external archive log location III can 
have 198 to 300 archive log files. 

https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
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 When pruning the archive log files, instead of deleting all of the archive log files, you can delete the 
archive log files until SCN or until date so that the backups can overlap the archive log files. 

Common Restore and Recovery Commands 

Appendix D contains some common database restore and recovery scenarios using SnapManager for 

Oracle. 

Best Practices and Requirements for Restore and Recovery 

NetApp recommends using the restore preview option to analyze the impact of the fast restore operation 

before executing it. 

 If you are using the database control file as the RMAN repository, instead of having a separate 
database for RMAN, take care when restoring control files, because users will lose all backup 
information cataloged in the control file taken after the backup of a control file is restored. 

 To restore ASM databases by using the new SnapManager feature Restore from an Alternate 
Location when restoring files on a mounted file system, the ASM disk group name must be the same 
as the name of the disk group that SnapManager cloned to register the backup with RMAN. You can 
obtain this name by viewing the backup properties. 

 Cloning 5.3

An innovative feature of SnapManager for Oracle is its ability to automate clones of Oracle databases. 

Using NetApp FlexClone technology, SnapManager creates writable clones of the Snapshot copy created 

during backup. Database clones are created quickly and clones only consume enough storage to hold 

modified blocks. Because the clone is based on a Snapshot copy, modifying a clone has no impact on the 

source database. Therefore each developer or QA engineer can be provided with his or her own personal 

copy of the database. Developers and QA engineers can make modifications to these personal copies 

and even destroy them, if needed, without affecting other users. 

SnapManager provides these clone capabilities for all configurations of the Oracle Database, including 

both standalone and RAC configurations. Both of these configurations can be used with and without ASM 

for managing database storage. 

Creating Clones 

 To clone a database from an existing backup by using the SnapManager GUI, right-click the 
database backup and select Clone to launch the Clone Wizard that guides you through the steps to 
create a clone. Alternatively, you can perform a new backup and clone from it by selecting a profile 
and right-clicking Clone. 

 To clone a database from an existing backup by using the SnapManager CLI, run the following 
command: 

smo clone create –backup–label full_backup_hra_apr_12 –newsid hratest0412 –label hra0412  -profile HRA –
clonespec /tmp/hra_clonespec.xml 

SnapManager for Oracle uses a clone specification XML file that specifies the mapping, options, and 

parameters that you can choose to have in the cloned database. SMO uses this information to determine 

where to place the files it clones and how to handle diagnostic information, control files, parameters, and 

other information. 
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Cloning RAC Databases 

SnapManager for Oracle clones an RAC database to a non-RAC database and sets the Oracle 

parameter cluster.database to false. You can then change it to an RAC database manually. For 

detailed steps to perform this conversion, see  Appendix G. 

 Cloning the online database backup of the RAC database by using the external archive log file Note:
location fails due to failure in recovery. This is because Oracle fails to find and apply the archive 
log files for recovery from the external archive log location while cloning the database backup. 

Cloning Protected Backups 

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle provides policy-driven data protection by integrating with Protection 

Manager. This automates replicating SnapManager backups on a primary storage system to a secondary 

storage system by using the SnapVault or SnapMirror policies created by the storage or backup 

administrator in Protection Manager. By using SMO, database administrators can clone the protected 

backups on the secondary storage system for development and test without affecting the primary storage 

system. This functionality is optional and is not available on Windows. For details refer to “Cloning 

protected backups” in the SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle Installation and Administration Guide. 

 If you are cloning a protected backup on secondary storage, and a Snapshot copy in the backup Note:
is the last Snapshot copy transferred to secondary storage for that qtree or volume, then the 
clone will fail. An error message appears describing why it failed. In this case, you may want to 
take another backup and make sure that it gets transferred to secondary storage by Protection 
Manager during its regular transfer schedule. 

https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
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Cloning on an Alternate Host 

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle allows cloning a database on alternate host. Refer to Table 8 before 

attempting to clone on an alternate host. 

Table 8) Prerequisites for cloning on an alternate host. 

Prerequisite Requirement on Source and Target Hosts 

Architecture Must be the same for both source and target hosts. 

OS and version Must be the same for both source and target hosts. 

SnapManager for 
Oracle 

Must be running on both hosts. 

Credentials An Oracle user’s group ID should be same on the source and the target host. 

Oracle  The same software must be installed. An Oracle listener must be running on the target 
host. 

Compatible storage 
stack 

Must be the same for both source and target hosts. 

Protocol used to 
access data files 

Must be the same for both source and target hosts. 

Volume managers Must be configured on the source, and target hosts and must be compatible versions. 

To clone an ASM database on an alternate host: 

 Make sure that an ASM instance is running on the target host. 

 Make sure that the ASMLib version is the same as it is on the primary host. 

Cloning Policies and Pre- and Post-Tasks 

SnapManager can enforce custom policies during the cloning process. For example, you can create a 

policy restricting the database SID according to your business rules, and SnapManager automatically 

verifies the SID that you specified in the clone request, based on the rules specified in the policy. 

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle can also automate executing custom scripts before and after the clone 

creation process. This functionality can be used to mask production data or add a temporary tablespace, 

in the clone database. 

SnapManager is shipped with some sample scripts in the 

<SnapManager_install_directory>/plugins/examples/clone/create directory that can be 

leveraged to create custom scripts. For details on how to create, where to install, and how to use custom 

scripts, refer to “Cloning databases and using custom plug-in scripts” in the SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle 

Installation and Administration Guide. 

Cloning Clones 

SnapManager currently does not automatically create a new profile for database clones. If you want to be 

able to back up and clone a clone database, you should create a new profile for the clone database in 

SnapManager for Oracle. When you create a new profile for the clone database, you will be able to 

perform regular SnapManager operations such as backup and clone on the clone database. 

For example, as seen in the following screenshot, these steps were performed to upgrade a production 

database: 

 A SnapManager profile was created for the production database. 1.

 The production database was backed up before upgrading. 2.

 A clone was created for development by using the pre-upgrade production database backup. 3.

http://now.netapp.com/NOW/knowledge/docs/SnapManager/relsmoracle30/html/software/install/cloning/task/t_sm_clon_cloning-smo-smsap-pluginscripts.html
http://now.netapp.com/NOW/knowledge/docs/SnapManager/relsmoracle30/html/software/install/cloning/task/t_sm_clon_cloning-smo-smsap-pluginscripts.html
http://now.netapp.com/NOW/knowledge/docs/SnapManager/relsmoracle30/html/software/install/cloning/task/t_sm_clon_cloning-smo-smsap-pluginscripts.html
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 A SnapManager profile was created for the development database (clone of production). 4.

 The development database was upgraded and backed up. 5.

 A clone was created for QA by using the upgraded development database. 6.

 A SnapManager profile was created for the QA database (clone of development after upgrade). 7.

 The QA database was backed up. 8.

 A clone was created for regression testing by using the QA database backup. 9.

 Another clone was created for load testing by using the QA database backup. 10.

 

Cloning Technologies 

In UNIX based environments, SnapManager for Oracle leverages FlexClone technology when cloning in 

NFS. However, SMO can optionally leverage FlexClone technology or LUN clone technology in SAN 

environments. 

Table 9 describes the possible values that can be specified for the san-clone-method option in the 

snapdrive.conf file. 

Table 9) SnapDrive.conf file variables and values. 

Snapdrive.conf Variable and 
Value  

Description 

san-clone-method=lunclone Only creates a LUN clone. 

san-clone-method=unrestricted Creates a FlexClone volume that can be used as a back end for 
provisioning and Snapshot operations, similar to normal flexible volumes. 

san-clone-method=optimal SnapDrive attempts to create a FlexClone. If it is unable to do so, it reverts 
to the LUN clone method. 
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SnapDrive for UNIX checks the following to make sure that it is able to create a FlexClone: 

 The storage system Data ONTAP version is 7.0 or later and FlexClone is licensed. 

 The host filespec residing volume is a flexible volume. 

 A host filespec can be a file system, host volume, disk group, or LUN. 

 The host filespec residing volume is not the storage root volume. 

 Adequate space is available on the aggregate. 

If any of the preceding checks fail, SDU: 

 Errors out for an unrestricted FlexClone 

 Falls back to the lunclone method for a FlexClone (if the clone method is Optimal). 

For the changes to take effect, you must restart the SnapDrive daemon every time you modify the 

snapdrive.conf file. 

Although no separate license is required for creating LUN clones, NetApp recommends licensing 

FlexClone even in SAN environments and configuring SnapDrive accordingly, if required. This enables 

SnapManager to leverage FlexClone technology while cloning in both NFS and SAN environments. Also, 

future versions of SnapManager may provide additional features that will be applicable only to clones 

created by using FlexClone technology. 

SnapDrive for Windows automatically leverages FlexClone technology if it is licensed, so no additional 

configuration is required. 

Splitting Clones 

SnapManager for Oracle leverages FlexClone and LUN clone technologies to provide quick, space-

efficient cloning of Oracle databases. NetApp Data ONTAP 7G provides the ability to split a FlexClone 

volume from its parent. Splitting a FlexClone volume creates a new fully independent FlexVol
®
 volume. 

This feature is not supported on Windows. 

Users may consider splitting a clone in the following scenarios: 

 To free Snapshot copies associated with the clone so that they can be deleted 

 To retain the clone longer without having to retain the parent backup 

 If there are many block changes in the clone that affect performance in the caching algorithm 

When the clone is split successfully, SnapManager creates a new profile for the clone. Users can create 

database backups, restore data, and create clones by using this new profile  

 To split a clone from the parent by using the SnapManager GUI, right-click the clone and select Split. 

 To split a clone from the parent by using the SnapManager CLI, run the following command: 

smo clone split –profile HRA –host node1 –label clone1_hra_label 

SnapManager can also perform clone split estimates, which help you determine total free space available 

on the aggregate, the amount of space shared between the clone and the original database, and space 

extensively used by the clone. Users can decide to split a clone based on this data. 

 To perform a clone split estimate by using the SnapManager GUI, right-click the clone and select Split 
Estimate. 

 To perform a clone split estimate by using the SnapManager CLI, run the following command: 

smo clone split estimate –profile HRA –host node1 –label clone1_hra_label 
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Deleting Clones 

Business requirements determine how long a clone database should be retained or cloned again from a 

new backup. Deleting and cloning from a new backup makes sure that clones do not use many resources 

and also makes sure that the clone has the most current data for testing or development. 

To delete a clone by using the SnapManager GUI, right-click the clone and select Delete to launch the 

wizard that guides you through the steps to delete the clone. 

 To delete a clone by using the SnapManager GUI, right-click the clone and select Delete. 

 To delete a clone by using the SnapManager CLI, run the following command: 

smo clone delete –profile HRA –label clone1_hra_label 

Best Practices and Requirements for Cloning 

 NetApp recommends replicating SnapManager backups of all critical databases to a secondary 
storage system by leveraging the policy-driven data protection feature in SnapManager 3.0. NetApp 
also recommends leveraging the protected backups on secondary storage for cloning. Cloning on 
secondary storage has the following benefits: 

 Provides complete isolation from production. 

 Tests DR readiness every time you perform a clone. 

 Makes active use of secondary/DR storage for development, test, reporting, and so on. 

 Although no separate license is required for creating LUN clones, NetApp recommends licensing 
FlexClone even in SAN environments and configuring SnapDrive accordingly, if required. This 
enables SnapManager to leverage FlexClone technology while cloning in both NFS and SAN 
environments. 

 If you are cloning a protected backup on secondary storage and a Snapshot copy in the backup is the 
last Snapshot copy transferred to secondary storage for that qtree or volume, the clone fails. An error 
message appears describing why it failed. In this case, you need to take another backup and wait for 
it to be transferred to secondary storage by Protection Manager during its regular transfer schedule. 
Alternatively, you can contact the storage administrator and ask for the backup to be transferred. 

 NetApp recommends toning down the SGA and other resource-consuming parameters for the clone 
database, if possible. You can modify these parameters in the clone specification file before initiating 
clone creation. 

 Oracle Database 11g in a direct NFS environment allows additional mount point configuration, such 

as multiple paths for load balancing, in the oranfstab file. SnapManager does not modify this file, 

so any additional properties that you want a clone to use must be manually added to the oranfstab 

file, after cloning with SnapManager. 

 You must give the clone a new Oracle SID. Oracle does not permit you to run two databases with the 
same SID simultaneously on the same host. You can have a clone on a different host that uses  the 
same SID. Therefore there is a new label option to designate a unique name for the clone. If you do 
not use this option, SnapManager creates a unique name for the clone that includes the SID, date, 
and time. 

 When cloning by using the SnapManager CLI, you must create a clone specification file for the 
database. SnapManager creates the clone based on the information in the original database, or you 
can create the file yourself. 

 Directories specified for certain Oracle parameters (Archive Log Destination, Background, Core, Note:
and User Dump Destinations) in the clone are destroyed when the clone is deleted, and should 
therefore only contain data for the cloned database. 

 NetApp recommends using the .xml extension for the clone specification file to enable appropriate 
editing features. 
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 If you are cloning a database for development and testing, and if the database does not have to be in 
archive log mode, do not specify any archive log parameters (log_archive_dest) in the clone 

specification. SnapManager then creates the clone in NOARCHIVELOG mode. 

 When using TNSNAMES, add the details of a newly created clone database to the TNSNAMES file on 

the client machines that need to access it. 

6 Disaster Recovery 

SnapManager for Oracle backs up Oracle databases by creating Snapshot copies on the original primary 

NetApp storage systems of the databases. This allows fast backups and restores, but it does not provide 

security in the event of failure on the primary storage system. Although such failures are rare, they can 

occur, so it is a best practice to maintain backups of your databases in a secondary location or media. 

You can back up data to a secondary location in several ways: 

 SMO provides policy-driven data protection by integrating with Protection Manager. This automates 
replicating SnapManager backups on a primary storage system to a secondary storage system by 
using the SnapVault or SnapMirror policies created by the storage or backup administrator in 
Protection Manager. SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle also empowers the database administrator to 
restore such protected backups automatically from the secondary storage system back to the primary 
storage system. This functionality is optional and is not available on Windows. Refer to Appendix B 
for instructions to configure and enable policy-driven data protection. 

 SnapManager allows protection for the backups on the primary storage system by using built-in post-
backup scripts that can be used with the SnapManager GUI and CLI on Windows and UNIX-based 
environments. 

 Backup to tape is a common method for creating backups for disaster recovery purposes.  Appendix 
J contains a sample script to identify the last successful backup created by SnapManager and 
generate the necessary commands to copy the Snapshot copies associated with that backup to a 
secondary location such as tape. 

 Another method for creating a tape backup is to use a dedicated media server to back up the 
database by attaching a clone of the database. SMO can create a clone from a SnapManager backup 
onto the media server. The media server then runs the backup software and makes a tape copy of 
the database for disaster recovery purposes. This provides the dual benefits of testing the backup 
and also having a tape backup without affecting the original database. Some additional cost is related 
to having a dedicated media server. 

 SnapVault or SnapMirror Integration 6.1

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle provides policy-driven data protection by integrating with Protection 

Manager. This automates replicating SnapManager backups on a primary storage system to a secondary 

storage system by using the SnapVault or SnapMirror policies created by the storage or backup 

administrator in Protection Manager. SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle also empowers the database 

administrator to restore such protected backups automatically from the secondary storage system back to 

the primary storage system. Database administrators can clone the protected backups on the secondary 

storage system for development and test without affecting the primary storage system. This functionality 

is optional and is not available on Windows. Refer to Appendix B for instructions to configure and enable 

policy-driven data protection. If Protection Manager is not available, the data protection features of 

SnapManager cannot be leveraged. Refer to Appendix H for an overview of how features can be 

leveraged to integrate with SnapVault and provide a semiscripted disaster recovery solution. 
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7 Maintenance 

 Updating the Storage Controller Name 7.1

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle allows updating the hostname or IP address of the storage controller that is 

associated with a profile. This feature is helpful when data has to be migrated to a new storage controller, 

or when the host name or IP address of the existing storage controller has to be changed. SnapManager 

updates only the storage controller name metadata stored in the repository while preserving other 

metadata information. Consider the following when changing the storage name associated with a profile: 

 Storage update operation can be performed only through the SnapManager CLI. 

 SMO does not verify the existence of Snapshot copies while updating the storage controller name. 
Make sure that the previous Snapshot copies are available after updating the storage name. 

 The storage name change operation is not allowed while a SnapManager operation is in progress. 

 When protection is enabled through the Protection Manager, make sure that the OnCommand server 
is aware of the storage name change to avoid impairment of the protection relationship between 
primary and secondary storages. Also, edit the backup properties of the protection policy used to 
make the datasets conformant. 

Follow these steps to update the storage controller name. 

 Delete the previous storage controller name that is registered with SnapDrive: 1.

snapdrive config delete  <old_storage_name> 

 Configure the new storage controller name with SnapDrive: 2.

snapdrive config set <user_name> <new_storage_name> 

 Map the old and new storage controller names: 3.

snapdrive config migrate set <old_storage_name> <new_storage_name> 

 Synchronize the repository database: 4.

smo profile sync -repository –dbname <db_name> -host <hostname> -port <port-id> -log in –username 

<username> 

 Update the SnapManager profile with the new storage name: 5.

smo storage rename –profile <profile_name> -oldname <old_storage_name> -newname 

<new_storage_name> 

 Verify the new storage name associated with the profile: 6.

smo storage list –profile <profile_name> 

 Updating the Database Host Name 7.2

SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle provides the ability to update the target database host name in the 

SnapManager profile. This feature helps when the existing database host name has changed or the 

database has moved to a different server that has a different host name. SnapManager updates the 

database host name metadata stored in the repository while preserving other metadata information. 

Consider the following before updating a database host name: 

 Run the smo profile sync command before updating the target database host name in the 1.

profile. This command makes the local user’s home directory aware of the profile-to-repository 
mappings. 

 Close all the GUI sessions before updating the target database host name. 2.
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 Before updating the target database host name in an RAC environment, delete all the clones and 3.
unmount the backups from the host if any clones or mounted backups are available on the host 
referred to in the profile. 

 Only the target database hostname is changed in the profile. All other configurations parameters are 4.
retained. 

 If protection is enabled by using Protection Manager, the same datasets and protection policies are 5.
retained after updating the profile. 

 After the target database host name is updated in the profile, you cannot delete or split the clone, or 6.
unmount the backup created on a profile with the old database hostname. To perform these 
operations, you must revert to the old database host name by using the smo profile update 

command. 

 This operation can be performed only through the SnapManager CLI. 7.

a. Sync up the repository with local user’s home directory: 

smo profile sync -repository –dbname <db_name> -host <hostname> -port <port-id> -log in –username 

<username> 

b. Update the target database hostname in the profile: 

smo profile update –profile <profile_name> -database –dbname <db_name> -host <new_host_name> -sid 

<db_sid> 

 SnapManager Server Logs 7.3

SnapManager for Oracle is installed by default in: 

 /opt/NetApp/smo in Linux, HP-UX, and AIX 

 /opt/NTAPsmo in Solaris 

 C:\Program  Files\NetApp\SnapManager for  Oracle in Windows 

The SnapManager server logs are stored under: 

 /var/log/smo in UNIX 

 <SnapManager_install_directory>/log in Windows 

SnapManager manages the server log files automatically, based on user-definable values of the following 

parameters in the SnapManager configuration file smo.config: 

 log.max_log_files 

 log.max_log_file_size 

 log.max_rolling_operation_factory_logs 

Therefore the directory in which the server logs are written will not exceed the limit. The SnapManager 

configuration file smo.config is located under the properties directory in the directory where 

SnapManager is installed. For example, in Linux, the path of the file is: 

/opt/NetApp/smo/properties/smo.config. 

SnapManager 3.2 allows you to control the level of logs generated. This feature is helpful if you want to 

control the messages being logged by SnapManager. For example, you can change the log level to 

DEBUG, which logs additional messages and can assist in debugging some operational issues. 

Perform the following steps to override the default level: 

 Create a platform.override text file in the SnapManager installation directory. 1.

 Add a server.log.level key in the platform.override text file. 2.
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 Assign one of these level values (TRACE, DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR, FATAL, PROGRESS) to 3.
the server.log.level key. 

Example: server.log.level=ERROR 

 Restart the SnapManager server. 4.

8    Conclusion 

SnapManager for Oracle offers a rich feature set that allows IT organizations to take advantage of fast, 

space-efficient, disk-based backups; rapid, granular restore and recovery; and quick, space-efficient 

cloning. The recommendations and examples in this report help users get the most out of SnapManager 

for Oracle deployments on NetApp storage. For more information on any of the solutions or products 

covered in this report, contact NetApp support. 

9 Appendixes 

Appendix A: SnapManager Installation and Configuration Quick Start Guide 

Table 10 shows example commands that help to quickly install and configure SnapManager for Oracle. 

Refer to Appendix B for sample commands to back up, restore, recover, and clone databases by using 

SnapManager. 

Table 10) Example commands to install and configure SnapManager for Oracle. 

Prerequisite Tasks Example Tasks 

Verify that all the prerequisites 
described in the SnapManager 
3.2 for Oracle Installation and 
Administration Guide have been 
met. 

 Check the NetApp Interoperability Matrix to make sure that all of the 
components in your environment are supported. 

 Check to make sure that all required licenses are enabled. 

Repository Host Setup Example commands 

Identify an existing Oracle 
Database and listener port for the 
SnapManager repository. 

 Identify the Oracle SID of the database and make sure that the 
database is open. 

#  su  –  oracle 

[oracle@repo_host1~]#  cat  /etc/oratab 

 Identify the Oracle listener port for this database and make sure that 
the listener port has been started: 

[oracle@repo_host1~]$  LSNRCTL>  status 

Create a tablespace to be used 
by the SnapManager repository 
in the preceding database. 

 Create a new tablespace for the SnapManager repository: 

SQL> create tablespace smo datafile 

„/u01/oradata/datafile/  o01.dbf‟  ize 100  

autoextend on maxsize 1000M; 

 SnapManager requires a minimum 4K block size for the tablespace 

into which it is installed. Check the block size for the smo tablespace 

by using the following command: 

SQL>  select  tablespace_name,  block_size  from 

dba_tablespaces where tablespaces_name = 

„   ‟;T B   P         BLOCK_SIZE 

------------------------------  ---------- 

SMO 8192 

http://support.netapp.com/portal/supportassistance
https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
https://support.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30040
http://support.netapp.com/matrix/mtx/login.do
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Create an Oracle user who will 
own the SnapManager repository 
in the preceding database. 

SQL>  create  user  smoadmin  identified  by  

adminpw1  temporary tablespace temp default 

tablespace smo quota unlimited on smo; 

Only grant connect and resource 
roles to the preceding database 
user. 

SQL>  grant  connect, resource  to  smoadmin 

Target Database Host Setup Example Commands 

Install, configure, and verify 
SnapDrive on all the target 
database hosts. 

 Download the appropriate SnapDrive software file for your host 
platform from the NetApp Support site. 

 SnapDrive should be installed on every host that has one or more 
databases that will be managed by SnapManager. 

 Log in as root and install the SnapDrive software. 

 SnapDrive for UNIX defaults to use the https connection. If you want 
SnapDrive for UNIX to use the http protocol to communicate to the 

storage system, edit the snapdrive.conf file and set it to 

use-https-to-filer=off  

 Restart the SnapDrive daemon every time you modify the 

snapdrive.conf file for the changes to take effect. 

[root@tardb_host1  snapdrive]#  snapdrived  restart 

 Configure SnapDrive and specify which OS user will be used to 
access the NetApp storage system used by the target databases: 

[root@tardb_host1  snapdrive]#  snapdrive  config  

set  root my_netapp_storage_system1 

 Verify that the configuration that has been set was successful: 

[root@tardb_host1  snapdrive]#  snapdrive  config  

list 

user  name filer  name 

------------------------- 

root my_netapp_storage_system1 

Install the SnapManager for 
Oracle software on all the target 
database hosts. 

 Download the appropriate SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle software file 
for your host platform from the NetApp Support site. 

 SnapManager software should be installed on every host that has 
one or more databases that will be managed by SnapManager. 

 Log in as root and install the SMO software. 

 SnapManager software should be installed on all the hosts of an 
RAC database. 

Start the SnapManager server on 
the target database host. 

[root@tardb_host1  SMO]#  smo_server  start 

SMO-17100  [INFO  ]:  SnapManager  Server  started  

on  secure  port 27214  with  PID  8235. 

Note the port number that the server is started on. This port is used to 
launch the SnapManager GUI from a Web browser. The default port is 
27214. 

Verify the SnapManager 
installation. 

[root@tardb_host1  SMO]#  smo  system  verify  –

verbose 

SMO-13505  [INFO  ]:  SnapDrive verification passed. 

SMO-13048  [INFO  ]:  System  Verify  Operation  

Status:  SUCCESS 

Operation Id  [N422417e74b8d96200cae6742dacf89d0] 

succeeded. 

 If using the database- SQL>  create  user  smo_oper  identified  by  

http://support.netapp.com/
http://support.netapp.com/
http://support.netapp.com/
http://support.netapp.com/
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authentication connection 
mode, you can either use an 
existing database user with 
the sysdba role (like sys), or 
you can create a new 
database user and grant the 
sysdba role. 

 If you are planning to use a 
new database user, create an 
Oracle user with the sysdba 
role for the target database 
that will be managed by 
SnapManager. 

operpw1; 

To manage a database, SnapManager requires that an Oracle user with 
the sysdba role connect to that database and perform database 
operations: 

SQL>  grant  sysdba  to  smo_oper; 

If you want to register 
SnapManager backups with 
RMAN, SnapManager requires 
the target database to be 
registered with RMAN. 

[oracle@tardb_host1  ~]$  rman  target  /  catalog 

rmanadmin/rmanpw1@rmanrepo 

RMAN>  register  database; 

Launching the SnapManager 
GUI or CLI 

Example Commands  

CLI  The SnapManager CLI can be accessed from any host where the 
SnapManager server has been installed. 

 You can use any target database host where SnapManager 
software is already installed to access the SnapManager CLI, or 
you can use a dedicated host to issue only the SnapManager 
commands through the CLI. The SnapManager software still 
needs to be installed on this dedicated host to access the CLI. 

 All SnapManager commands start with smo. 

GUI The SnapManager GUI is launched from a Web browser on any host 
running an operating system supported by SMO, using 

https://smo-server.domain.com:port 

 smo-server is the name of the host where the SnapManager 
server was installed and started. 

 domain.com is the domain of the SnapManager server host. 

 port is the port number that the SnapManager server was started 
on; the default port number is 27214. 

Credentials, Repository, and 
Profiles Setup 

Example Commands 

Set repository access credentials 
for every OS user who will use 
SnapManager. 

1. Log in as the OS user: 

smo  credential  set  -repository  -host  

repo_host1  -dbname smorepo  -port  1524  -log in  

-username  smoadmin 

2. Enter  password  for  database  connection  smoadmin@ 
repo_host1:1524/smorepo:  ********** 

3. Execute the preceding command for all target database hosts that 
this OS user will access by using SnapManager. 

Create the SnapManager 
repository by using 
SnapManager. 

SMO 
GUI 

Operations  > Repository > Create New Repository 

SMO 
CLI 

smo  repository  create  -repository  -dbname  

smorepo - host  repo_host1  -port  1524  -log 

in  –username smoadmin 

Create a profile in SnapManager SMO Operations  >   Repository  >  Create Profile 
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for every target database that will 
be managed by SnapManager. 

GUI If you want to restore and recover SnapManager backups by 
using RMAN, RMAN details must be specified in the RMAN 
configuration screen of the Create Profile wizard. If you do not 
plan to use RMAN for recovery and want to use 
SnapManager instead, then NetApp does not recommend 
specifying the RMAN information in the profile. This 
significantly reduces the time to back up databases. 

SMO 
CLI 

 Without RMAN: 

smo  profile  create  -profile  

targetdb1_prof1 -profile-password  tardbpw1  

-repository  -dbname smorepo  -log in  -

username  smoadmin  -host repo_host1  -port  

1524  -database  -dbname  tardb1  -login  -

username  smo_oper  -password  operpw1  -

host tardb_host1  -port  1521  –sid  tardb1  

-osaccount oracle  -osgroup  dba  -retain  

100  -verbose 

 With RMAN: 

smorepo  -login  -username  smoadmin  -host 

repo_host1  -port  1524  -database  -dbname  

tardb1  -host  tardb_host1  -log in  -

username  smo_oper  -password  operpw1  -

port  1521  –sid  tardb1  -osaccount  oracle  

-osgroup  dba  -rman  -login  -username  

rmanadmin  -password  rmanpw1 -tnsname 

rmanrepo -retain  100  -verbose 

Appendix B: Configuring and Enabling Policy-Driven Data Protection in 
SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle 

Considerations 

 This functionality is not available on Windows and Data ONTAP running in Cluster-Mode. 

 The OnCommand core package must be installed and licensed on a dedicated server. 

Configuring Operations Manager and SnapDrive for UNIX 

The example commands in Error! Reference source not found. and Table 12 show how to configure 

SnapManager, SnapDrive, Protection Manager, and Operations Manager to enable policy-driven data 

protection capabilities in SnapManager for Oracle. The table is in two parts: When RBAC is not enabled 

(Table 11), and when RBAC is enabled (Table 12). 

Table 11) When RBAC is not enabled. 

Configuring SnapDrive Example Commands 

Create a new OS user on the 
host of the OnCommand server. 
Set the password for the user so 
that SnapDrive knows what the 
password is. 

 Create a new user on the OnCommand server. 

 Set the password of this user. 

Forcefully update the 
OnCommand server with any 
changes made directly on the 
storage system used by the 
target database. 

dfm_host>  dfm  host  discover  

my_netapp_storage_system1 
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Configuring SnapDrive Example Commands 

Register the credentials of the 
root or administrator user of the 
DFM server host with SnapDrive. 

[root@tardb_host1  snapdrive]#  snapdrive  config  

set  -dfm Administrator  dfm_host 

Password  for  administrator: 

Retype  password: 

Register the storage system’s 
root user with SnapDrive. 

[root@tardb_host1  snapdrive]#  snapdrive  config  

set root my_netapp_storage_system1 

Password for root: 

Retype password: 

Verify the preceding steps. [root@tardb_host1  snapdrive]#  snapdrive  config 

list 

[root@tardb_host1  snapdrive]# snapdrive config list 

username    appliance name   appliance type 

------------------------------------------- 

root        10.72.199.158    StorageSystem 

Administrator    10.72.199.71     DFM 

Note: In this example, the DFM server is running on the Windows 
server. 

 

Table 12) When RBAC is enabled. 

Configuring Operations 
Manager 

Example Commands 

Forcefully update the 
OnCommand server with 
any changes made directly 
on the storage system used 
by the target database. 

dfm_host>  dfm  host  discover  my_netapp_storage_system1 

Create a new OS user on 
the host of the OnCommand 
server and set the password 
for the user so that 
SnapDrive knows what the 
password is. 

 Create a new user on the OnCommand server. 

 Set the password for this user so that SnapDrive knows what the 
password is. 

Add the OS user to the 
administration list on the 
OnCommand server. 

dfm_host>  dfm  user  add  sd-admin 

Added  administrator  sd-admin 

Create a new role on the 
OnCommand server called 

sd-admin-role. 

dfm_host>  dfm  role  create  sd-admin-role 

Created  role  sd-admin-role 

Add the 
DFM.Core.AccessCheck 

global capability to the new 

sd-admin-role role. 

dfm_host>  dfm  role  add  sd-admin-role  

DFM.Core.AccessCheck Global 

Added  1  capability  to  role  sd-admin-role 

Add the sd-admin-role dfm_host>  dfm  user  role  set  sd-admin  sd-admin-role 
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Configuring Operations 
Manager 

Example Commands 

role to the sd-admin user. Set 1 role for administrator sd-admin. 

Create another role to be 
used by the SnapDrive 
host’s root user on the 
OnCommand server. 

dfm_host>  dfm  role create sd-protect 

Created  role sd-protect 

Add the capabilities to the 

sd-protect role. 

dfm_host> dfm  role  add sd-protect SD.Config.Read Global 

dfm_host> dfm  role  add sd-protect SD.Config.Write 

Global 

dfm_host> dfm  role  add sd-protect SD.Config.Delete 

Global 

dfm_host> dfm  role  add sd-protect SD.Storage.Read 

Global 

dfm_host> dfm  role  add sd-protect DFM.Database.Write 

Global 

dfm_host> dfm  role  add sd-protect GlobalDataProtection 

Add the target database 
host’s root user to the list of 
administrators’ and assign 

the sd-protect role. 

dfm_host>  dfm  user  add  -r  sd-protect  

"tardb_host1\root" 

Warning:  TARDB1_HOST1\root  does  not  exist  in  the 

administrator  database(s), so  log in  is  disabled  for  

this  administrator. 

Added administrator TARDB1_HOST1\root. 

Added 1 role to administrator TARDB1_HOST1\root. 

Make DFM aware of the 
storage system used by the 
target database. 

dfm_host>  dfm  host  set  my_netapp_storage_system1 

hostLogin=root  hostPassword="<password>" 

Using DFM, create a new 

role called storage-rbac-

role on the storage system 

used by the target system. 

dfm_host>  dfm  host  role  create  -h  

my_netapp_storage_system1 -c  "api-*,login-*"  storage-

rbac-role 

Created role storage-rbac-role(9)  on  

my_netapp_storage_system1(88. 

Using DFM, create a new 

group called storage-

rbac-group on the storage 

system used by the target 
database and assign the 

storage-rbac-role role 

to this group. 

dfm_host>  dfm  host  usergroup  create  -h 

my_netapp_storage_system1  -r  storage-rbac-role  

storage-rbac-group 

Created  usergroup  storage-rbac-group(9)  on 

my_netapp_storage_system1 

Using DFM, create a new 
user on the storage system 

and assign the storage-

rbac-role role and 

storage-rbac-group to 

this user. 

dfm_host>  dfm  host  user  create  -h  

my_netapp_storage_system1 -r  storage-rbac-role  -p  

<password>  -g  storage-rbac-group  sd-tardb-host1 
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Configuring Operations 
Manager 

Example Commands 

Configuring SnapDrive Example Commands 

Register the credentials of 

the sd-admin user created 

on the DFM server host with 
SnapDrive. 

[root@tardb_host1  snapdrive]#  snapdrive  config  set  -

dfm sd-admin  dfm_host 

Password  for  sd-admin:   

Retype  password: 

Register the storage 
system’s root user with 
SnapDrive. 

[root@tardb_host1  snapdrive]#  snapdrive  config  set 

sd-tardb-host1 my_netapp_storage_system1 

Password for sd-tardb-host1: 

Retype password: 

Verify the preceding steps. [root@tardb_host1  snapdrive]#  snapdrive  config list 

[root@tardb_host1  snapdrive]# snapdrive config list 

username    appliance name   appliance type 

------------------------------------------- 

Sd-tardb-host1        10.72.199.158    StorageSystem 

sd-admin    10.72.199.71     DFM 

Enabling Data Protection in a SnapManager Profile 

When the preceding steps are performed for configuring Operations Manager and SnapDrive for UNIX, 

the steps in the following section, “Specifying a Retention Policy and Enabling Data Protection in a 

SnapManager Profile,” must be performed for each SnapManager profile to enable data protection. 

Specifying a Retention Policy and Enabling Data Protection in a SnapManager Profile 

 In SnapManager for Oracle, right-click the profile whose backups you want to replicate to secondary, 1.
and select Properties. 

 Click the Policies tab. 2.

 Specify a retention policy based on your business requirements for the local backups created by 3.
SnapManager in the primary storage system. 

 Select the Protection Manager Protection Policy, which immediately populates the list of policies from 4.
Protection Manager. 

 Select one of the policies as advised by your storage or backup administrator. This could be a built-in 5.
Protection Manager policy or a custom policy created by the storage administrator for use by 
SnapManager. 

 Click OK. 6.

SnapManager automatically creates a dataset for a profile with combined data files and archive logs 
backups; or creates two datasets for a profile with separated data files and archive log backups. 

 Request your storage or backup administrator to edit the unprotected dataset in Protection Manager 7.
and assign a resource pool to it. 

Until then, the conformance status of the profile is None. 
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Assigning a Resource Pool to the Nonconformant Dataset in Protection Manager 

Datasets created in the preceding procedure are unprotected and nonconformant. 

To make the datasets conformant, the storage or backup administrator edits (selects datasets and clicks 

Edit), and assigns a resource pool or secondary storage based on the protection policy selected by the 

database administrator in SnapManager. 

Protection Manager automates provisioning new volumes on secondary storage and creates the 

necessary SnapVault or SnapMirror relationship based on the policy specified. 

SnapManager backups are replicated to secondary storage automatically, based on the replication 

schedule specified by the storage or backup administrator in the Protection Manager policy. 
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Checking Conformance Status for a SnapManager Profile That Has Data 
Protection Enabled 

Once the dataset status is conformant in Protection Manager, the database administrator can see that the 

status is now conformant by using SnapManager. 
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Appendix C: Enabling RBAC in SnapManager 3.2 for Oracle 

Role-based access control allows the storage administrator to limit the operations that SnapManager 

users can perform, depending on their assigned roles. Non-root local users and NIS users are supported 

by SnapManager by using the RBAC infrastructure of Operations Manager. 

By default, the Operations Manager RBAC functionality is disabled. To turn on this functionality, follow the 

steps in Table 13. 

Table 13) Example commands to configure SnapDrive for RBAC. 

Configuring SnapDrive for RBAC Example Commands 

Edit the SnapDrive configuration file 

snapdrive.conf and set the rbac-method 

parameter to dfm. 

Edit the snapdrive.conf file and set it to 

rbac-method="dfm" 

Restart the SnapDrive daemon as root. [root@tardb_host1  snapdrive]#  

snapdrived  restart 

Figure 5 illustrates how the storage or backup administrator can use RBAC functionality by using 

SnapDrive for UNIX and Protection Manager. 
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Figure 5) Using RBAC functionality. 

 

Appendix B lists the steps required to configure Operations Manager and SnapDrive for UNIX with RBAC 

enabled. 

The steps listed in Table 14 are from Appendix B. These steps allow the user tardb_host1\root to 

enable protection by assigning an sd-protect role to the user. 

Table 14) Steps to enable protection. 

Steps Commands 

1. Create another role 
on the 
OnCommand 
server to be used 
by the SnapDrive 
host’s root user. 

dfm_host>  dfm  role create sd-protect 

Created  role sd-protect 

2. Add the capabilities 
to the sd-protect 
role. 

dfm_host> dfm  role  add sd-protect SD.Config.Read Global 

dfm_host> dfm  role  add sd-protect SD.Config.Write Global 

dfm_host> dfm  role  add sd-protect SD.Config.Delete Global 

dfm_host> dfm  role  add sd-protect SD.Storage.Read Global 

dfm_host> dfm  role  add sd-protect DFM.Database.Write 

Global 

dfm_host> dfm  role  add sd-protect GlobalDataProtection 
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Steps Commands 

3. Add the target 
database host’s 
root user to the list 
of administrators 
and assign the sd-
protect role. 

dfm_host>  dfm  user  add  -r  sd-protect  

"tardb_host1\root" 

Warning:  TARDB1_HOST1\root  does  not  exist  in  the 

administrator  database(s), so  log in  is  disabled  for  

this  administrator. 

Added administrator TARDB1_HOST1\root. 

Added 1 role to administrator TARDB1_HOST1\root. 

The storage administrator can similarly have roles created with the required capabilities to perform any 

SnapManager operation. The user can perform SnapManager operations when assigned these roles. 

Table 15 describes the capabilities required to perform each SnapManager operation. 

Table 15) Capabilities required to perform SnapManager operations. 

DFM Group Creation 

Create a DFM 
group with both 
primary and 
secondary 
systems added 
to it. 

dfm group create smo-grp 

dfm group add smo-grp my_netapp_storage_system1 

dfm group add smo-grp my_netapp_storage_system2 

SnapManager 
Operation 

SMO 
Object 

RBAC Capabilities Required 
(resources when protection is 
not enabled) 

RBAC Capabilities Required (resources 
when protection is enabled) 

Profile 
create/update 

Target 
database 
host 

SD.Storage.Read (smo-

gro) 

SD.Storage.Read (SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s} ) 

Profile 
protection 

Target 
database 
host 

DFM.Database.Write 

(smo-grp) 

SD.Storage.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.Config.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.Config.Write(smo-

grp) 

SD.Config.Delete(smo-

grp) 

GlobalDataProtection 

 

Backup create Target 
database 
host 

SD.Storage.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Write (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Delete 

(smo-grp) 

SD.Storage.Read (SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s} ) 

SD.Snapshot.Write 

(SMO_<profile> dataset{s} ) 

SD.Snapshot.Read (SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Delete 

(SMO_<profile> dataset{s}) 

Backup create 
(with DBverify) 

Target 
database 
host 

SD.Storage.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Write (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.Storage.Read (SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Write 

(SMO_<profile> dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Read (SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 
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SD.Snapshot.Delete 

(smo-grp) 

SD.SnapShot.Clone(smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Delete 

(SMO_<profile> dataset{s}) 

SD.SnapShot.Clone(SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

Backup create 
(with RMAN) 

Target 
database 
host 

SD.Storage.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Write (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Delete 

(smo-grp) 

SD.SnapShot.Clone(smo-

grp) 

SD.Storage.Read (SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Write 

(SMO_<profile> dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Read (SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Delete 

(SMO_<profile> dataset{s}) 

SD.SnapShot.Clone(SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

Backup restore Target 
database 
host 

SD.Storage.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Write (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Delete 

(smo-grp) 

SD.SnapShot.Clone(smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Restore(smo

-grp) 

SD.Storage.Read (SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Write 

(SMO_<profile> dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Read (SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Delete 

(SMO_<profile> dataset{s}) 

SD.SnapShot.Clone(SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Restore(SMO_<profil

e> dataset{s}) 

Backup delete Target 
database 
host 

SD.Snapshot.Delete 

(smo-grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Delete 

(SMO_<profile> dataset{s}) 

Backup verify Target 
database 
host 

SD.Storage.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Clone (smo-

grp) 

SD.Storage.Read (SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Read (SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Clone 

(SMO_<profile> dataset{s}) 

Backup mount Target 
database 
host 

SD.Storage.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Clone (smo-

grp) 

SD.Storage.Read (SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Read (SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Clone 

(SMO_<profile> dataset{s}) 

Backup 
unmounts 

Target 
database 
host 

SD.Snapshot.Clone (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Clone 

(SMO_<profile> dataset{s}) 

Clone create  Clone 
destination
host 

SD.Storage.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.SnapShot.Clone(smo-

grp) 

SD.Storage.Read (SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Read (SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

SD.SnapShot.Clone(SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

Clone delete Clone host SD.Snapshot.Clone (smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Clone 

(SMO_<profile> dataset{s}) 

Clone split Clone SD.Storage.Read (smo- SD.Storage.Read (SMO_<profile> 
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destination 
host 

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Read (smo-

grp) 

SD.SnapShot.Clone(smo-

grp) 

SD.Snapshot.Delete 

(smo-grp) 

SD.Storage.Write(smo-

grp) 

dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Read (SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

SD.SnapShot.Clone(SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

SD.Snapshot.Delete 

(SMO_<profile> dataset{s}) 

SD.Storage.Write(SMO_<profile> 

dataset{s}) 

Appendix D: Basic Database Restore and Recovery 

This section describes some of the most common database restore and recovery scenarios that use 

SnapManager for Oracle. 

Assumptions 

All scenarios described here assume that a full online backup (full_bkup_sales_apr_12) of the 

database has been previously created by using SnapManager for Oracle. 

Scenario 1: Restore a Whole Database Without Control Files and Recover All 
Available Logs 

In this scenario, the current control files exist but all the data files are damaged or lost. Restore and 

recover the database from an existing full online backup using all available logs. 

Using GUI 

 Right-click Backup and select Restore/Recover to launch the Restore and Recovery Wizard. 1.

 In the Restore Configuration Information screen of the wizard, select the Complete 2.
Datafile/Tablespace Restore without Control Files option and then click Next. 

 In the Recovery Configuration Information screen of the wizard, select All Logs. 3.

 Navigate through the next few screens in the wizard as appropriate. 4.

Using CLI 

Here is the command syntax: 

smo  backup  restore  -profile  targetdb1_prof1  -label full_bkup_sales_apr_12  -complete  -

recover  -alllogs  -verbose 

Workflow Example 

SQL> select * from company; 

        ID COMPANY_NAME 

---------- -------------------- 

         1 NETAPP 

 

[root@node3 ~]# cd /mnt/nfs1/oradata/hra/ 

[root@node3 hra]# ls 

 

example01.dbf  sysaux01.dbf  system01.dbf  temp01.dbf  test01.dbf  undotbs01.dbf  users01.dbf 

 

[root@node3 hra]# rm -rf * 

 

SQL> startup; 

ORACLE instance started. 

 

Total System Global Area 1002127360 bytes 

Fixed Size                  2165888 bytes 
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Variable Size             679478144 bytes 

Database Buffers          314572800 bytes 

Redo Buffers                5910528 bytes 

Database mounted. 

 

ORA-01157: cannot identify/lock data file 1 - see DBWR trace file 

ORA-01110: data file 1: '/mnt/nfs1/oradata/hra/system01.dbf' 
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[oracle@node3 ~]$ sqlplus / as sysdba; 

SQL> alter database open; 

 

Database altered. 
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SQL> select * from company; 

 

        ID COMPANY_NAME 

---------- -------------------- 

         1 NETAPP 

Scenario 2: Restore a Whole Database Without Control Files and Recover to a 
Particular SCN 

In this scenario, the current control files exist but all the data files are damaged or lost, or a logical error 

occurred after a particular SCN. 

Using GUI 

 Right-click Backup and select Restore/Recover to launch the Restore and Recovery Wizard. 1.

 In the Restore Configuration Information screen of the wizard, select the Complete 2.
Datafile/Tablespace Restore without Control Files option and then click Next. 

 In the Recovery Configuration Information screen of the wizard, select SCN and specify the SCN 3.
number (3794392) in the text box, then click Next. 

 Navigate through the next few screens in the wizard appropriately. 4.

Using CLI 

Here is the command syntax: 

smo  backup  restore  -profile  targetdb1_prof1  -label full_bkup_sales_apr_12  -complete  -

recover  -until 3794392  -verbose 

Workflow Example 

SQL> select current_scn from v$database; 

 

CURRENT_SCN 

----------- 

    2811675 

 

SQL> insert into company select * from company; 

2 rows created. 

SQL> commit; 

Commit complete. 

 

SQL> select count(*) from company; 

  COUNT(*) 

---------- 

         4 

 

SQL> select current_scn from v$database; 

 

CURRENT_SCN 

----------- 

    2811715 

 

SQL> drop table company; 

 

Table dropped. 

 

SQL> commit; 

 

Commit complete. 

 

SQL> select current_scn from v$database; 

 

CURRENT_SCN 

----------- 
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    2811770 

 

Restore to SCN 2811715: 
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[oracle@node3 ~]$ sqlplus / as sysdba; 
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SQL> select count(*) from company; 

  COUNT(*) 

---------- 

         4 

Scenario 3: Restore a Whole Database Without Control Files and Recover up to a 
Date and Time 

In this scenario, the current control files exist but all the data files are damaged or lost, or a logical error 

has occurred after a specific period of time. 

Using GUI 

 Right-click Backup and select Restore/Recover to launch the Restore and Recovery Wizard. 1.

 In the Restore Configuration Information screen of the wizard, select the Complete 2.
Datafile/Tablespace Restore without Control Files option and then click Next. 

 In the Recovery Configuration Information screen of the wizard, select the Date option and specify the 3.
date and time in the date field. Then click Next. 

 Navigate through the next few screens in the wizard appropriately. 4.

Using CLI 

Here is the command syntax: 

smo  backup  restore  -profile  targetdb1_prof1  -label full_bkup_sales_apr_12  -complete  -

recover  -until “2012-04-24:23:31:55”  -verbose 

Workflow Example 

SQL> select current_scn from v$database; 

 

CURRENT_SCN 

----------- 

    2813039 

SQL> insert into company select * from company; 

4 rows created. 

SQL> commit; 

Commit complete. 

 

SQL> select count(*) from company; 

  COUNT(*) 

---------- 

         8 

SQL> select current_scn from v$database; 

 

CURRENT_SCN 

----------- 

    2813560 

SQL> drop table company; 

Table dropped. 

SQL> commit; 

Commit complete. 

 

SQL> select current_scn from v$database; 

 

CURRENT_SCN 

----------- 

    2813949 

SQL> select scn_to_timestamp(2813560) from dual; 

SCN_TO_TIMESTAMP(2813560) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

05-JUN-12 12.55.57.000000000 PM 

SQL> select scn_to_timestamp(2813949) from dual; 
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SCN_TO_TIMESTAMP(2813949) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

05-JUN-12 01.00.14.000000000 PM 
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[oracle@node3 ~]$ sqlplus / as sysdba; 

 

SQL> select count(*) from company; 

  COUNT(*) 

---------- 

         8 

Scenario 4: Restore a Database Partially (One or More Data Files) Without Control 
Files and Recover Using All Available Logs 

In this scenario, the current control files exist but one or more data files are damaged or lost. 

Using GUI 

 Right-click Backup and select Restore/Recover to launch the Restore and Recovery Wizard. 1.

 In the Restore Configuration Information screen of the wizard, select the Selective Data 2.
File/Tablespace Restore without Control Files option. Expand the data files list and use the Control 
key to select one or more data files to be restored. Click Next. 

 In the Recovery Configuration Information screen of the wizard, select All Logs. 3.

 Navigate through the next few screens in the wizard appropriately. 4.

Using CLI 

Here is the command syntax: 

smo  backup  restore  -profile  targetdb1_prof1  -label full_bkup_sales_apr_12  -files  

/u02/oradata/sales02.dbf /u02/oradata/sales03.dbf  -recover  -alllogs  -verbose 

Workflow Example 
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SQL> SELECT FILE_NAME, TABLESPACE_NAME FROM DBA_DATA_FILES WHERE TABLESPACE_NAME='USERS'; 

FILE_NAME                           TABLESPACE_NAME 

----------------------------------- ------------------------------ 

/mnt/nfs1/oradata/hra/users01.dbf   USERS 

SQL> select segment_name , tablespace_name from dba_segments where SEGMENT_NAME = 'I30'; 

 

SEGMENT_NAME                   TABLESPACE_NAME 

------------------------------ ------------------------------ 

I30                            USERS 

SQL> insert into i30 select file_id from dba_data_files; 

6 rows created. 

SQL> select count(*) from i30; 

  COUNT(*) 

---------- 

         6 

SQL> shutdown immediate; 

Database closed. 

Database dismounted. 

 

ORACLE instance shut down. 

[root@node3 hra]# pwd 

/mnt/nfs1/oradata/hra 

[root@node3 hra]# ls 

example01.dbf  sysaux01.dbf  system01.dbf  temp01.dbf  test01.dbf  undotbs01.dbf  users01.dbf 

[root@node3 hra]# rm users01.dbf 

rm: remove regular file `users01.dbf'? y 

SQL> startup; 

 

ORACLE instance started. 

Total System Global Area 1002127360 bytes 

Fixed Size                  2165888 bytes 

Variable Size             679478144 bytes 

Database Buffers          314572800 bytes 

Redo Buffers                5910528 bytes 

Database mounted. 

 

ORA-01157: cannot identify/lock data file 4 - see DBWR trace file 

ORA-01110: data file 4: '/mnt/nfs1/oradata/hra/users01.dbf' 
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[oracle@node3 ~]$ sqlplus / as sysdba; 
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SQL> select count(*) from i30; 

  COUNT(*) 

---------- 

         6 

Scenario 5: Restore Only Control Files and Recover Using All Available Logs 

In this scenario the data files exist but all control files are damaged or lost. 

Using GUI 

 Right-click Backup and select Restore/Recover to launch the Restore and Recovery Wizard. 1.

 In the Restore Configuration Information screen of the wizard, select the Control Files Restore without 2.
Datafile/Tablespace option and then click Next. 

 In the Recovery Configuration Information screen of the wizard, select All Logs. 3.

 Navigate through the next few screens in the wizard appropriately. 4.

Using CLI 

Here is the command syntax: 

smo  backup  restore  -profile  targetdb1_prof1  -label full_bkup_sales_apr_12  –controlfiles  -

recover  -alllogs  –verbose 

Workflow Example 

SQL> select count(*) from i30; 

   

COUNT(*) 

---------- 

        48 

SQL> commit; 

Commit complete. 

SQL> alter system switch logfile; 

System altered. 

SQL> / 

System altered. 

SQL> shutdown immediate; 

Database closed. 

Database dismounted. 

ORACLE instance shut down. 

 

[root@node3 ~]# cd /mnt/config1/oradata/hra/ 

[root@node3 hra]# rm control01.ctl 

rm: remove regular file `control01.ctl'? y 

[root@node3 hra]# cd /mnt/config2/oradata/hra/ 

[root@node3 hra]# rm control02.ctl 

rm: remove regular file `control02.ctl'? y 

[root@node3 hra]# cd /mnt/config3/oradata/hra/ 

[root@node3 hra]# rm control03.ctl 

rm: remove regular file `control03.ctl'? y 
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[oracle@node3 ~]$ sqlplus / as sysdba; 

 

SQL> startup; 

ORACLE instance started. 

Total System Global Area 1002127360 bytes 

Fixed Size                  2165888 bytes 

Variable Size             679478144 bytes 

Database Buffers          314572800 bytes 

Redo Buffers                5910528 bytes 

Database mounted. 

Database opened. 

SQL> select count(*) from i30; 

 

  COUNT(*) 

---------- 

        48 

Scenario 6: Restore a Whole Database Without Control Files and Recover Using 
the Backup Control Files and All Available Logs 

In this scenario, all data files and control files are damaged or lost. 

Using GUI 

 Right-click Backup and select Restore/Recover to launch the Restore and Recovery Wizard. 1.

 In the Restore Configuration Information screen of the wizard, select the Complete 2.
Datafile/Tablespace Restore with Control Files option and then click Next. 

 In the Recovery Configuration Information screen of the wizard, select the All Logs and Using Backup 3.
Control Files options and then click Next. 

 Navigate through the next few screens in the wizard appropriately. 4.
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Using CLI 

Here is the command syntax: 

smo  backup  restore  -profile  targetdb1_prof1  -label full_bkup_sales_apr_12  –complete  -using-

backup-controlfile  -recover -alllogs  -verbose 

Workflow Example 

SQL> select count(*) from company; 

 

  COUNT(*) 

---------- 

        32 

 

SQL> commit; 

Commit complete. 

SQL> 

SQL> 

SQL> 

SQL> shutdown immediate; 

Database closed. 

Database dismounted. 

ORACLE instance shut down. 

 

[root@node3 ~]# cd /mnt/nfs1/oradata/hra 

[root@node3 hra]# ls 

 

example01.dbf  i2e1.dbf  sysaux01.dbf  system01.dbf  test01.dbf  test02.dbf  undotbs01.dbf  

users01.dbf 

[root@node3 hra]# rm -Rf * 

[root@node3 hra]# rm /mnt/config1/oradata/hra/control01.ctl 

rm: remove regular file `/mnt/config1/oradata/hra/control01.ctl'? y 

[root@node3 hra]# rm /mnt/config2/oradata/hra/control02.ctl 

rm: remove regular file `/mnt/config2/oradata/hra/control02.ctl'? y 

[root@node3 hra]# rm /mnt/config3/oradata/hra/control03.ctl 

rm: remove regular file `/mnt/config3/oradata/hra/control03.ctl'? y 

 

SQL> startup; 

ORACLE instance started. 

Total System Global Area 1002127360 bytes 

Fixed Size                  2165888 bytes 

Variable Size             750781312 bytes 

Database Buffers          243269632 bytes 

Redo Buffers                5910528 bytes 

ORA-00205: error in identifying control file, check alert log for more info 
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SQL> startup; 

ORACLE instance started. 

 

Total System Global Area 1002127360 bytes 

Fixed Size                  2165888 bytes 

Variable Size             750781312 bytes 

Database Buffers          243269632 bytes 

Redo Buffers                5910528 bytes 

Database mounted. 

Database opened. 

SQL> 

SQL> 

SQL> 

SQL> select count(*) from company; 

   

COUNT(*) 

---------- 

        32 

Scenario 7: Recreate a Dropped Table by Exporting It from the Clone of a Backup 

In this scenario, a table is dropped and needs to be imported back from an existing full online backup. To 

restore only that table, first create a clone from the backup by using SnapManager. Then export the table 

from the clone database and manually import it back into the target database. 

Using GUI 

 Right-click Backup and select Clone. 1.

 Navigate through the next few screens in the wizard appropriately. 2.

 When the clone is complete, manually export the table from the clone. 3.

[oracle@tardb_host1][exp1][~]$  exp  userid=user/password tables=sales  file=sales12.dmp 
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 When the export is complete, manually import the table into the target database. 4.

[oracle@tardb_host1][tardb1][~]$  imp  userid=user/password tables=sales  file=sales12.dmp 

Using CLI 

 Create a clone from the backup of the target database. 1.

smo  clone  create  -profile  targetdb1_prof1  –backup-label full_bkup_sales_apr_12  -newsid  

exp1  -clonespec ./smo/sales_clonespec.xml  -reserve  no  -label  sales0608_exp1 –verbose 

 When the clone is complete, manually export the table from the clone. 2.

[oracle@tardb_host1][exp1][~]$  exp  userid=user/password tables=sales  file=sales12.dmp 

 When the export is complete, manually import the table into the target database. 3.

[oracle@tardb_host1][tardb1][~]$  imp  userid=user/password tables=sales  file=sales12.dmp 

Scenario 8: Recreate a Dropped Table from a Clone of a Backup by Using a 
Database Link 

In this scenario, a table is dropped and needs to be recreated from an existing full online backup. To 

recreate just that table, first create a clone from the backup using SnapManager. Then manually create a 

database link from the target database to the clone and recreate the table in the target database using 

the link. 

Using GUI 

 Right-click Backup and select Clone. 1.

 Navigate through the next few screens in the wizard appropriately. 2.

 When the clone is complete, manually add an entry for the clone database (apr12cln) in the 3.

tnsnames.ora file. 

 Create a database link in the target database to the clone database. 4.

SQL>  create  public  database  link  apr12_clone 

connect to sales identified by salespw 

using apr12cln 

 Recreate the dropped table in the target database by selecting from the table in the clone database, 5.
using the database link. 

SQL>  create  table europe_sales as  

2   select * from europe_sales@apr12_clone; 

Using CLI 

 Create a clone from the backup of the target database. 1.

smo  clone  create  -profile  targetdb1_prof1  –backup-label full_bkup_sales_apr_12-newsid  exp1  

-clonespec ./smo/sales_clonespec.xml  -reserve  no  -label  sales_exp1 –verbose 

 When the clone creation is complete, manually add an entry for the clone database (apr12cln) in 2.

the tnsnames.ora file. 

 Create a database link in the target database to the clone database. 3.

SQL>  create  public  database  link  apr12_clone 

Connect to sales identified by salespw 

using apr12cln 

 Recreate the dropped table in the target database by selecting from the table in the clone database 4.
using the database link. 
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SQL>  create  table europe_sales as 

Select * from europe_sales@apr12_clone; 

Appendix E: Performing a Block-Level Restore by Using RMAN 

This appendix is an overview of the tasks involved in backing up a database by using SnapManager for 

Oracle and performing a block-level recovery of that database by using RMAN. 

 Perform backup (full offline in this example) of the database by using SnapManager for Oracle. 1.

 Verify that the backup is cataloged with RMAN. 2.

 Verify the backup to determine whether any blocks have been corrupted. 3.

 Mount the backup by using SnapManager to make it accessible to RMAN. 4.

 To perform the block-level restore Use RMAN. 5.

 Verify that the corrupted blocks have been repaired. 6.

Here are the detailed steps and commands: 

 To perform a full offline backup by using SnapManager: 1.

smo backup create -profile <profile_name> -data  -retain  -hourly  -offline -force  -verbose 

 

Where: 

Profile_name is the name of the profile with which backup is associated 

Example: 

smo backup create -profile HRA -data  -retain  -hourly  -offline -force –verbose 

 

Output: 

[ INFO] SMO-07109: Cataloguing all files in backup set with RMAN, 

TAG=SMO_D_C_20120522_1337665850563, RMAN=rman@db2/catalog. 

… 

[ INFO] ORACLE-20000: Changing state for database instance hra from MOUNTED to OPEN. 

[ INFO] ORACLE-20032: Opening database hra with READ WRITE  option. 

[ INFO] SMO-13048: Backup Create Operation Status: SUCCESS 

[ INFO] SMO-13049: Elapsed Time: 0:03:12.770 

Operation Id [8ac847c8377316f001377316f70d0001] succeeded. 

 Verify that the backup is cataloged with RMAN; at the RMAN prompt from the database host, enter 2.
this command: 

RMAN> List datafilecopy tag <tagname>; 

Example: 

RMAN> list datafilecopy tag SMO_D_C_20120522_1337665850563; 

List of Datafile Copies 

======================= 

Key     File S Completion Time Ckp SCN    Ckp Time 

------- ---- - --------------- ---------- --------------- 

751     1    A 22-MAY-12       1883562    22-MAY-12 

        Name: /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-nfs1-20120522112023977_0/oradata/hra/system01.dbf 

        Tag: SMO_D_C_20120522_1337665850563 

747     2    A 22-MAY-12       1883562    22-MAY-12 

        Name: /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-nfs1-20120522112023977_0/oradata/hra/sysaux01.dbf 

        Tag: SMO_D_C_20120522_1337665850563 

746     3    A 22-MAY-12       1883562    22-MAY-12 

        Name: /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-nfs1-20120522112023977_0/oradata/hra/undotbs01.dbf 

        Tag: SMO_D_C_20120522_1337665850563 

748     4    A 22-MAY-12       1883562    22-MAY-12 

        Name: /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-nfs1-20120522112023977_0/oradata/hra/users01.dbf 

        Tag: SMO_D_C_20120522_1337665850563 

749     5    A 22-MAY-12       1883562    22-MAY-12 

        Name: /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-nfs1-20120522112023977_0/oradata/hra/example01.dbf 

        Tag: SMO_D_C_20120522_1337665850563 

750     6    A 22-MAY-12       1883562    22-MAY-12 

        Name: /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-nfs1-20120522112023977_0/oradata/hra/test01.dbf 

        Tag: SMO_D_C_20120522_1337665850563 

 Assuming that the data file users01.dbf is corrupted, run dbverify: 3.
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dbv file=filename.dbf 

Example: 

dbv file= /mnt/nfs1/oradata/hra/users01.dbf 

 

Output: 

DBVERIFY - Verification starting : FILE = /mnt/nfs1/oradata/hra/users01.dbf 

Page 163 is marked corrupt 

Corrupt block relative dba: 0x010000a3 (file 4, block 163) 

Bad header found during dbv: 

Data in bad block: 

 type: 109 format: 1 rdba: 0x20746920 

 last change scn: 0x7075.72726f63 seq: 0x74 flg: 0x0a 

 spare1: 0x6b spare2: 0x65 spare3: 0x0 

 consistency value in tail: 0x00000001 

 check value in block header: 0xa6a3 

 block checksum disabled 

 

Page 164 is marked corrupt 

Corrupt block relative dba: 0x010000a4 (file 4, block 164) 

Bad header found during dbv: 

Data in bad block: 

 type: 109 format: 1 rdba: 0x20746920 

 last change scn: 0x7075.72726f63 seq: 0x74 flg: 0x0a 

 spare1: 0x6b spare2: 0x65 spare3: 0x0 

 consistency value in tail: 0x00000001 

 check value in block header: 0xa6a4 

 block checksum disabled 

DBVERIFY - Verification complete 

 

Total Pages Examined         : 640 

Total Pages Processed (Data) : 91 

Total Pages Failing   (Data) : 0 

Total Pages Processed (Index): 33 

Total Pages Failing   (Index): 0 

Total Pages Processed (Other): 496 

Total Pages Processed (Seg)  : 0 

Total Pages Failing   (Seg)  : 0 

Total Pages Empty            : 18 

Total Pages Marked Corrupt   : 2 

Total Pages Influx           : 0 

Total Pages Encrypted        : 0 

Highest block SCN            : 909663 (0.909663) 

Note: Two pages are marked as corrupt. 

 Mount the backup by using SnapManager for Oracle to make it accessible to RMAN: 4.

smo backup mount -profile <profile_name> -label <backup_label _name> -verbose 

Example: 

smo backup mount -profile HRA -label D_C_20120522111830IST –verbose 

Output: 

[ INFO] SMO-13046: Operation GUID 8ac847c83773471b01377347234a0001 starting on Profile HRA 

[ INFO] SD-00025: Beginning to connect filesystem(s) [/mnt/config3, /mnt/config1, /mnt/config2, 

/mnt/nfs1] from snapshot smo_hra_rman_hra_d_c_1_8ac847c8377316f001377316f70d0001_0. 

[ INFO] SD-00016: Discovering storage resources for /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-config3-

20120522112023982_0. 

[ INFO] SD-00017: Finished storage discovery for /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-config3-

20120522112023982_0. 

[ INFO] SD-00016: Discovering storage resources for /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-config1-

20120522112023969_0. 

[ INFO] SD-00017: Finished storage discovery for /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-config1-

20120522112023969_0. 

[ INFO] SD-00016: Discovering storage resources for /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-config2-

20120522112023980_0. 

[ INFO] SD-00017: Finished storage discovery for /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-config2-

20120522112023980_0. 

[ INFO] SD-00016: Discovering storage resources for /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-nfs1-

20120522112023977_0. 

[ INFO] SD-00017: Finished storage discovery for /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-nfs1-

20120522112023977_0. 
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[ INFO] SD-00026: Finished connecting filesystem(s) [/mnt/config3, /mnt/config1, /mnt/config2, 

/mnt/nfs1] from snapshot smo_hra_rman_hra_d_c_1_8ac847c8377316f001377316f70d0001_0. 

[ INFO] SMO-13048: Backup Mount Operation Status: SUCCESS 

[ INFO] SMO-13049: Elapsed Time: 0:00:34.441 

Operation Id [8ac847c83773471b01377347234a0001] succeeded. 

 Use RMAN to perform a block-level restore: 5.

RMAN> blockrecover datafile <`/mountpoint/path/file.dbf'> block <block_id,> from tag 

<backup_rman_tag> 

Example: 

RMAN> blockrecover datafile '/mnt/nfs1/oradata/hra/users01.dbf' block 163,164 from tag 

SMO_D_C_20120522_1337665850563; 

Starting recover at 22-MAY-12 

allocated channel: ORA_DISK_1 

channel ORA_DISK_1: SID=134 device type=DISK 

channel ORA_DISK_1: restoring block(s) from datafile copy /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-nfs1-

20120522112023977_0/oradata/hra/users01.dbf 

starting media recovery 

media recovery complete, elapsed time: 00:00:01 

Finished recover at 22-MAY-12 

 Verify that the corrupted blocks have been repaired using dbverify again: 6.

dbv file=filename.dbf 

Example: 

dbv file= /mnt/nfs1/oradata/hra/users01.dbf 

Output: 

[oracle@node3 ~]$ dbv file=/mnt/nfs1/oradata/hra/users01.dbf 

DBVERIFY: Release 11.1.0.7.0 - Production on Tue May 22 12:18:27 2012 

Copyright (c) 1982, 2007, Oracle.  All rights reserved. 

DBVERIFY - Verification starting : FILE = /mnt/nfs1/oradata/hra/users01.dbf 

DBVERIFY - Verification complete 

Total Pages Examined         : 640 

Total Pages Processed (Data) : 91 

Total Pages Failing   (Data) : 0 

Total Pages Processed (Index): 33 

Total Pages Failing   (Index): 0 

Total Pages Processed (Other): 496 

Total Pages Processed (Seg)  : 0 

Total Pages Failing   (Seg)  : 0 

Total Pages Empty            : 20 

Total Pages Marked Corrupt   : 0 

Total Pages Influx           : 0 

Total Pages Encrypted        : 0 

Highest block SCN            : 909663 (0.909663) 

Note that no pages are corrupt. 

All corrupted blocks have been repaired and restored. 

Appendix F: Tablespace Point-in-Time Recovery Using RMAN 

This section is an overview of the tasks involved in backing up a database by using SnapManager for 

Oracle and performing a tablespace point-in-time recovery of that database by using RMAN. 

 Perform a backup (full online in this example) of the database by using SnapManager for Oracle. 1.

 Find the SCN and timestamp until the point of recovery to be performed and bring the tablespace 2.
offline. 

 Verify that the backup is cataloged with RMAN. 3.

 Mount the backup by using SnapManager to make it accessible to RMAN. 4.

 Perform the tablespace point-in-time recovery by using RMAN. 5.

 Bring the tablespace online and verify the data. 6.

Here are the detailed steps and commands: 

 Perform a backup (full online in this example) of the database by using SnapManager for Oracle. 1.
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SQL> select count(*) from i2et1; 

  COUNT(*) 

---------- 

         7 
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 Find the SCN and timestamp until the point of recovery to be performed (SCN=2928299 and 2.
TIMESTAMP=07-JUN-12 12.03.00PM in the following example) and bring the tablespace offline. 

SQL> insert into i2et1 select * from i2et1; 

7 rows created. 

SQL> / 

14 rows created. 

SQL> / 

28 rows created. 

SQL> / 

56 rows created. 

SQL> select count(*) from i2et1; 

  COUNT(*) 

---------- 

       112 

SQL> select current_scn from v$database; 

CURRENT_SCN 

----------- 

    2928299 

 

SQL> commit; 

Commit complete. 

SQL> insert into i2et1 select * from i2et1; 

112 rows created. 

SQL> select count(*) from i2et1; 

  COUNT(*) 

---------- 

       224 

SQL> select current_scn from v$database; 
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CURRENT_SCN 

----------- 

    2928395 

SQL> commit; 

Commit complete. 

SQL> select scn_to_timestamp(2928299) from dual; 

SCN_TO_TIMESTAMP(2928299) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

07-JUN-12 12.03.00.000000000 PM 

SQL> select scn_to_timestamp(2928395) from dual; 

SCN_TO_TIMESTAMP(2928395) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

07-JUN-12 12.05.50.000000000 PM 

SQL> alter tablespace i2e offline; 

Tablespace altered. 

 Verify that the backup is cataloged with RMAN. 3.

RMAN> list datafilecopy tag "SMO_D_A_20120607_1339050439386"; 

starting full resync of recovery catalog 

full resync complete 

List of Datafile Copies 

======================= 

Key     File S Completion Time Ckp SCN    Ckp Time 

------- ---- - --------------- ---------- --------------- 

5177    1    A 07-JUN-12       2927089    07-JUN-12 

        Name: /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-nfs1-20120607115650287_0/oradata/hra/system01.dbf 

        Tag: SMO_D_A_20120607_1339050439386 

5173    2    A 07-JUN-12       2927089    07-JUN-12 

        Name: /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-nfs1-20120607115650287_0/oradata/hra/sysaux01.dbf 

        Tag: SMO_D_A_20120607_1339050439386 

5175    3    A 07-JUN-12       2927089    07-JUN-12 

        Name: /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-nfs1-20120607115650287_0/oradata/hra/undotbs01.dbf 

        Tag: SMO_D_A_20120607_1339050439386 

5176    4    A 07-JUN-12       2927089    07-JUN-12 

        Name: /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-nfs1-20120607115650287_0/oradata/hra/users01.dbf 

        Tag: SMO_D_A_20120607_1339050439386 

5174    5    A 07-JUN-12       2927089    07-JUN-12 

        Name: /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-nfs1-20120607115650287_0/oradata/hra/example01.dbf 

        Tag: SMO_D_A_20120607_1339050439386 

5178    6    A 07-JUN-12       2927089    07-JUN-12 

        Name: /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-nfs1-20120607115650287_0/oradata/hra/test01.dbf 

        Tag: SMO_D_A_20120607_1339050439386 

5179    7    A 07-JUN-12       2927089    07-JUN-12 

        Name: /opt/NetApp/smo/mnt/-mnt-nfs1-20120607115650287_0/oradata/hra/i2e1.dbf 

        Tag: SMO_D_A_20120607_1339050439386 

 Mount the backup by using SnapManager to make it accessible to RMAN. Make sure that all the 4.
required archive logs are available at the archive log destination. (If archive logs were pruned during 
the earlier backup, mount the archive log backup and copy the archive logs manually to the archive 
log destination.) 
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 Use RMAN to perform the tablespace point-in-time recovery. 5.

RMAN> recover tablespace i2e until time "to_date('2012-06-07 12.03.00', 'YYYY-MM-DD HH24:MI:SS')" 

auxiliary destination '/tmp'. 

. 

. importing SYS's objects into SYS 

. . importing table                        "I2ET1" 

Import terminated successfully without warnings. 

host command complete 

sql statement: alter tablespace I2E online 

starting full resync of recovery catalog 

full resync complete 

sql statement: alter tablespace  I2E offline 

starting full resync of recovery catalog 

full resync complete 

sql statement: begin dbms_backup_restore.AutoBackupFlag(TRUE); end; 

starting full resync of recovery catalog 

full resync complete 

Removing automatic instance 

Automatic instance removed 

auxiliary instance file /tmp/TSPITR_HRA_SFFT/onlinelog/o1_mf_3_7x0wvco6_.log deleted 

auxiliary instance file /tmp/TSPITR_HRA_SFFT/onlinelog/o1_mf_2_7x0wvbjq_.log deleted 

auxiliary instance file /tmp/TSPITR_HRA_SFFT/onlinelog/o1_mf_1_7x0wv93y_.log deleted 

auxiliary instance file /tmp/TSPITR_HRA_SFFT/datafile/o1_mf_temp_7x0wvf9n_.tmp deleted 

auxiliary instance file /tmp/TSPITR_HRA_SFFT/datafile/o1_mf_sysaux_7x0wtmww_.dbf deleted 

auxiliary instance file /tmp/TSPITR_HRA_SFFT/datafile/o1_mf_undotbs1_7x0wtjw0_.dbf deleted 

auxiliary instance file /tmp/TSPITR_HRA_SFFT/datafile/o1_mf_system_7x0wt1tw_.dbf deleted 

auxiliary instance file /tmp/cntrl_tspitr_HRA_sfft.f deleted 

Finished recover at 07-JUN-12 

 Bring the tablespace online and verify the data. 6.

SQL> alter tablespace i2e online; 

Tablespace altered. 

SQL> select count(*) from i2et1; 

  COUNT(*) 

---------- 

       112 
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Appendix G: Cloning an RAC Database to Non-RAC and Converting It to an RAC 
Database 

SnapManager for Oracle clones an RAC database to a non-RAC database and sets the Oracle 

parameter cluster.database to false. The following procedure can be used to convert a non-RAC 

database to RAC. 

 Create a clone from a backup by using the SnapManager CLI. 1.

smo clone create -backup-label backup_label -profile <profile_name> - newsid <new_SID> -clonespec 

<full_path_to_clonespec_file> -verbose 

When the cloning operation is complete, rename the initclone_SID.ora file as 

initclone_local_instance_SID.ora, edit it, and set cluster.database to true. 

 Register the cloned RAC database with srvctl. 2.

The following example sets up a cloned database as a one-node RAC instance. Use an editor, such 
as vi, to change the .ora file. 

$  smo  clone  create  -backup-label  rac_full_backup  -profile  rac_profile  -newsid CLONE1 –clonespec 

rac_nfs_clonespec.xml –verbose 

$ export ORACLE_SID= CLONE1 

$ sqlplus / as sysdba; 

 Shutdown immediate; 

$ vi initCLONE11.ora 

 *.cluster_database = TRUE 

 CLONE11.instance_number = 1 

 CLONE11.thread=1 

      11.undo table pace ‟    TB 1‟; 

$ srvctl add database –d CLONE1 –o /u02/app/oracle/product/10.2.0/db –m rtp.company.com –r 

primary –y manual 

$ srvctl add instance –d CLONE1 –i CLONE11 –n anzio 

$ srvctl start instance –d CLONE1 –i CLONE11 

 You must undo all the steps performed earlier to turn this clone into an RAC database before Note:
attempting to delete the clone. 

Appendix H: Disaster Recovery with SnapManager for Oracle and SnapVault 

SnapManager for Oracle provides policy-driven data protection by integrating with Protection Manager. 

This automates replicating SnapManager backups on a primary storage system to a secondary storage 

system by using SnapVault or SnapMirror policies created by the storage or backup administrator in 

Protection Manager. 

If Protection Manager is not available, so that the data protection features of SnapManager cannot be 

leveraged, the following steps show how these features can be leveraged to integrate with SnapVault and 

provide a semiscripted disaster recovery solution. 

 The commands are provided only as an example. Note:

Database Configuration 

The database managed by SnapManager for Oracle in this example is configured as follows: 

 The database files reside on a NetApp storage system and are accessed over NFS. 

 All files are in qtrees in flexible volumes. 

 Qtrees are not shared between databases. 

 Archived log files are segregated from data files. 

 Data files and control files reside in different qtrees to make restores from SnapVault more efficient. 
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SnapVault Configuration 

SnapVault between the primary and secondary storage systems is configured as follows. 

 There is one secondary volume for each volume on the primary storage system. 

Each qtree on the primary storage system is vaulted to its corresponding secondary volume, as 
shown in Table 16. 

Table 16) SnapVault mappings between qtrees in primary storage and secondary storage. 

Primary Storage System Secondary Storage System 

Volume Qtree Volume Qtree 

oradata oradata_qtree oradata_vault oradata_qtree 

oracntrl oracntrl_qtree oracntrl_vault oracntrl_qtree 

oralog oralog_qtree oralog_vault oralog_qtree 

 An initial baseline copy of the qtree from the primary to the secondary storage system is executed by 
running the following command on the secondary storage system: 

snapvault start -S <pri_filer_name>:/vol/oradata/oradata_qtree 

<sec_filer_name>:/vol/oradata_vault/oradata_qtree 

snapvault start -S <pri_filer_name>:/vol/oralog/oralog_qtree 

<sec_filer_name>:/vol/oralog_vault/oralog_qtree 

snapvault  start  -S  <pri_filer_name>:/vol/oracntrl/oracntrl_qtree 

<sec_filer_name>:/vol/oracntrl_vault/oracntrl_qtree 

Vaulting Backups and Restoring from an Alternate Location 

SnapManager allows protection of backups on the primary storage system by using built-in, post-backup 

scripts that can be used from the SnapManager GUI and CLI in Windows and UNIX-based environments. 

 Create a task specification XML file (for example, /tmp/snapvault.xml) and enter the secondary 1.

storage name and secondary qtrees names: 

<preposttask-specification xmlns="http://www.netapp.com"> 

  <task-specification> 

    <post-tasks> 

      <task> 

        <name>Vault the backup</name> 

        <parameter> 

          <name>SECONDARY_STORAGE_NAME</name> 

          <value>storage1.btcppe.netapp.com</value> 

        </parameter> 

        <parameter> 

          <name>SECONDARY_QTREE_NAMES</name>       

<value>/vol/oradata_vault/oradata_qtree,/vol/oralog_vault/oralog_qtree,/vol/oracntrl_vault/oracnt

rl_qtree</value> 

        </parameter> 

      </task> 

    </post-tasks> 

  </task-specification> 

</preposttask-specification> 

 Create a full backup and protect it to secondary storage by using a saved task specification XML file. 2.

smo backup create -profile HRA -full -online -taskspec /tmp/snapvault.xml 

 Obtain the name of the last Snapshot copy in each of the volumes on the secondary storage system. 3.

/usr/bin/rsh <sec_filer_name> -l user:password  snap  list  -b 

/vol/oradata_vault/oradata_qtree 

/usr/bin/rsh <sec_filer_name> -l user:password snap list -b /vol/oralog_vault/oralog_qtree 

/usr/bin/rsh <sec_filer_name> -l user:password  snap  list  -b 

/vol/oracntrl_vault/oracntrl_qtree 
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 Rename the Snapshot copy that was created on each volume on the secondary storage system to be 4.
identical to the Snapshot copies created by SnapManager, on the corresponding volumes on the 
primary storage system. 

/usr/bin/rsh  <sec_filer_name>  -l  user:password  snap  rename 

/vol/oradata_vault/oradata_qtree <current_snapshot_name> <smo_snapshot_name> 

/usr/bin/rsh <sec_filer_name> -l user:password snap rename /vol/oralog_vault/oralog_qtree 

<current_snapshot_name> 

<smo_snapshot_name> 

/usr/bin/rsh <sec_filer_name> -l user:password snap rename /vol/oracntrl_vault/oracntrl_qtree 

<current_snapshot_name> <smo_snapshot_name> 

 (Optional) Free up the SnapManager backup on the primary storage system by using the 5.
SnapManager CLI. 

smo  backup  free  -profile  <profile_name>  -label  <backup_label_name> 

 In the event of a disaster, take one of the following actions: 6.

 Restore the required files from the secondary storage to a qtree on the primary storage system. 

 Use FlexClone technology to clone the vaulted Snapshot copies on the secondary storage 
system (this is faster and the clone is created in seconds). 

SnapManager does not restore archive logs, even if they are specified in the restore specification. 
Therefore you must restore the archive logs manually or through SnapVault to the original qtree on 
the primary storage system. 

/usr/bin/rsh  <sec_filer_name>  -l  user:password  vol  clone  create 

/vol/oradata_vault_clone –s file –b /vol/oradata_vault <smo_snapshot_name> 

/usr/bin/rsh <sec_filer_name> -l user:password vol clone create /vol/oracntrl_vault_clone –s file 

–b /vol/oracntrl_vault 

<smo_snapshot_name> 

 Mount the cloned secondary volumes on the database host. 7.

mount <sec_filer_name>:/vol/oradata_vault_clone /u01_oradata_scratch mount 

<sec_filer_name>:/vol/oracntrl_vault_clone /u01_oracntrl_scratch 

 Parse the output of the smo backup show command to identify the primary storage volumes and 8.

the corresponding Snapshot copies. 

smo  backup  show  -profile  <profile_name>  -label  <backup_label_name> 

 Use the previous data and generate a restorespec XML file with the original and alternate location 9.

mappings, and save the file in a location that is accessible from the SnapManager CLI. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <restore-specification xmlns="http://www.netapp.com"> 

<!-- "Restore from host mounted filesystem(s)" --> <mountpoint-mapping> 

<original-location>/u02/oradata/11gdnfs</original-location> 

<snapname>smo_11gdnfs_11gdnfs_f_h_1_...0001_0</snapname> 

<alternate-location>/u02/oradata_scratch/11gdnfs</alternate-location> 

</mountpoint-mapping> <mountpoint-mapping> 

<original-location>/u03/oracntrl/11gdnfs</original-location> 

<snapname>smo_11gdnfs_11gdnfs_f_h_2_...0001_0</snapname> 

<alternate-location>/u03/oracntrl_scratch/11gdnfs</alternate-location> 

</mountpoint-mapping> 

</restore-specification> 

 Use the SnapManager CLI to perform restore and recovery from the alternate location by specifying 10.
the location of the restorespec XML file. 

smo  backup  restore  -profile  <profile_name>  -label  <backup_label_name> 

–controlfiles  –recover  –nologs  –restorespec  <restorespec_file_location> 

Appendix I: Example of Restore Specification XML File 

Here is an example of the restore specification XML file. 
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<?xml  version="1.0"  encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<restore-specification  xmlns="http://www.netapp.com"> 

<!--  "Restore  from  file(s)"  --> 

<file-mapping> 

<original-location>/mnt/path/db_10g/NFSDB/user01.dbf</original-location> <alternate-

location>/mnt/vault/user01.dbf</alternate-location> 

</file-mapping> 

<!-- "Restore from host mounted filesystem(s)" --> <mountpoint-mapping> 

<original-location>/mnt/path/db_10g/DB</original-location> 

<snapname>D_HSDBR_hsdb1_F_C_1_8abc...0001_0</snapname> <alternate-location>/mnt/vault</alternate-

location> 

</mountpoint-mapping> 

<!--  "Restore  from  ASM  mounted  filesystem(s)"  --> 

<mountpoint-mapping> 

<original-location>+DG_1</original-location> 

<snapname>D_HSDBR_hsdb1_F_C_1_8abc...0001_0</snapname> 

<alternate-location>+D_12312341</alternate-location> 

</mountpoint-mapping> 

<!--  "Restore  from  raw  device"  --> 

<raw-device-mapping> 

<original-location>/dev/rdsk/c3t4d6s6</original-location> <alternate-

location>/dev/rdsk/c3t5d2s6</alternate-location> 

</raw-device-mapping> 

</restore-specification> 

Appendix J: Sample Script to Copy the Last Successful Backup to Tape 

The following sample script illustrates how the SnapManager CLI can be leveraged to identify the last 

successful backup created by SnapManager, and generate the necessary commands to copy the 

Snapshot copies associated with that backup to a secondary location such as tape. 

 This script is provided only as an example. This script is not considered a NetApp product and is Note:
not supported by NetApp. 

#!/usr/bin/env  bash 

# This  script  will  do  the  following: 

# -  Parse  the  'smo  backup  list'  command  to  get  the 

# label  of  the  last  successful  backup  

# -  Pass  that  backup  label  to  the  'smo  backup  show' 

# command  to  get  all  the  volumes  backed  up  in  that 

# backup  and  their  associated  Snapshot  names 

# -  Generate  the  necessary  commands  to  copy  the 

# Snapshot  copies  associated  with  that  backup 

# to  a  secondary  location  like  tape  etc. 

 

Authors:  

# -  Anand  Ranganathan 

# -  Antonio  Jose  Rodrigues  Neto  (neto  from  Brazil) 

# Assumptions: 

# -  The  database  used  in  this  example  is  laid  out 

# on  a  single  NetApp  storage  system  

my_smo_profile=targetdb1_prof1 my_storage_system=netapp_prod 

# 

#  Get  the  label  of  the  last  successful  backup 

my_bkup_label=`smo backup list -profile $my_smo_profile | grep "SUCCESS" | head -1 | awk '{ print 

$7 }'`; 

my_bkup_label_date=`smo backup list -profile prod | grep "SUCCESS" | head -1 | awk '{ print $1,$2 

}'`; 

echo -e "\nBackup Label: $my_bkup_label Backup Start Date: $my_bkup_label_date\n" 

# 

# Generate  and  print  the  necessary  commands  to  backup  to 

# a  secondary  location  like  tape  etc.  This  command  can  be  modified 

# for  other  tape  backup  software  like  Legato  Networker,  IBM  TSM, 

# Veritas  NetBackup  etc. 

smo backup show -profile $my_smo_profile -label $my_bkup_label | sed -n '/Snapshots:/{n;p;}' | 

awk 'BEGIN { FS = ":" }; {print "echo -e /usr/bin/rsh" '$my_storage_system' "-l user:password 

dump -0uf nrst0a " $2 "/.snapshot/" $3 " &" "\n"}' 
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Sample output of the preceding script: 

[oracle@tardb_host1][~]$  ./smo_bkup_tape.sh 

Backup  Label:  full_hot_02202009_14h11m54s  Backup  Start  Date:  2009-02-20 

15:12:18 

echo  -e  /usr/bin/rsh-l  user:password  dump  -0uf  nrst0a 

/vol/oradata/.snapshot/smo_prod_prod_f_h_1_8a9bd4af1f94ac65011f94ac6d0000 

01_0  & 

echo  -e  /usr/bin/rsh-l  user:password  dump  -0uf  nrst0a 

/vol/oralog/.snapshot/smo_prod_prod_f_h_2_8a9bd4af1f94ac65011f94ac6d00000 

1_0  & 

echo  -e  /usr/bin/rsh-l  user:password  dump  -0uf  nrst0a 

/vol/oraarch/.snapshot/smo_prod_prod_f_h_2_8a9bd4af1f94ac65011f94ac6d0000 01_0 & 

Appendix K: Sample Database Volume Layouts 

Table 17 lists sample volume layouts for various database configurations and protocols. 

Table 17) Sample volume layouts for database configurations and protocols. 

Single Instance 

File Types Volume Names Dedicated Automatic 
Snapshot Copies 

Oracle binaries orabin_<hostname> Yes On 

Data files oradata_<sid> Yes Off 

Temporary data files Oratemp_<sid> Yes Off 

Control files oracntrl01_<sid> (Multiplexed) 

oracntrl02_<sid> (Multiplexed) 

Yes Off 

Redo logs oralog01_<sid> (Multiplexed) 

oralog02_<sid> (Multiplexed) 

Yes Off 

Archive logs Oraarch_<sid> Yes Off 

RAC 

File Types Volume Names Dedicated Automatic 
Snapshot Copies 

Oracle binaries orabin_<hostname> Yes On 

Data files oradata_<dbname> Yes Off 

Temporary data files oratemp_<dbname> Yes Off 

Control files oracntrl01_<dbname> (Multiplexed) 

oracntrl02_<dbname> (Multiplexed) 

Yes Off 

Redo logs oralog01_<dbname> (Multiplexed) 

oralog02_<dbname> (Multiplexed) 

Yes Off 

Archive logs oraarch_<dbname> Yes Off 

Cluster files oracrs_<clustername> Yes  On 
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ASM Single Instance  

File Types Volume Names LUNs Dedicated Automatic 
Snapshot Copies 

Oracle binaries orabin_<hostname> orabin_<hostname>

.lun 

Yes On 

Data files oradata_<sid> oradata_<sid>.lun Yes Off 

Temporary data files oratemp_<sid> oratemp_<sid>.lun Yes Off 

Control files oracntrl01_<sid> 

(Multiplexed) 

oracntrl02_<sid> 

(Multiplexed) 

oracntrl01_<sid>.

lun (Multiplexed) 

oracntrl02_<sid> 

.lun(Multiplexed) 

Yes Off 

Redo logs oralog01_<sid> 

(Multiplexed) 

oralog02_<sid> 

(Multiplexed) 

oralog01_<sid> 

.lun(Multiplexed) 

oralog02_<sid>.lu

n (Multiplexed) 

Yes Off 

Archive logs oraarch_<sid> oraarch_<sid>.lun Yes Off 

ASM RAC 

File Types Volume Names LUNs Dedicated Automatic 
Snapshot Copies 

Oracle binaries orabin_<hostname> orabin_<hostname>

.lun 

Yes On 

Data files oradata_<sid> oradata_<sid>.lun Yes Off 

Temporary data files oratemp_<sid> oratemp_<sid>.lun Yes Off 

Control files oracntrl01_<sid> 

(Multiplexed) 

oracntrl02_<sid> 

(Multiplexed) 

oracntrl01_<sid>.

lun (Multiplexed) 

oracntrl02_<sid> 

.lun(Multiplexed) 

Yes Off 

Redo logs oralog01_<sid> 

(Multiplexed) 

oralog02_<sid> 

(Multiplexed) 

oralog01_<sid> 

.lun(Multiplexed) 

oralog02_<sid>.lu

n (Multiplexed) 

Yes Off 

Archive logs oraarch_<sid> oraarch_<sid>.lun Yes Off 

Cluster files oracrs_<clusternam

e> 

oracrs_<clusterna

me>.lun 

Yes On 
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